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House passes
bill to overhaul
student lending
Legislation increases financial aid
By William P. Davis

Edward Fontaine • Assistant Photo Editor

The Lambda Chi Alpha house, from College Avenue in late afternoon.

Lambda Chi begins house repairs
By Jennifer
Vincent
For The Maine Campus
Greek Life
Condemnation by an Orono
code enforcement officer forced
members of Pi Kappa Alpha’s
Kappa Tau chapter to leave their
house last year after their roof
partially collapsed. This year,
brothers of the Beta chapter of
Lambda Chi Alpha have vacated
their house for similar reasons.
The Lambda Chi Alpha house
on College Avenue regularly
houses about 12 of the 16 brothers and is more than 80 years old,
according to the chapter’s public
relations chair Dustin Snow. The
chapter has been considering
repairs for some time and will
begin later in the semester. The
brothers living in the house had
enough notice of the construction to find apartments in Orono
and Old Town for this year. The
planned repairs include shingling
the roof, refurbishing the attic and

front porch and fixing part of the
foundation. The chapter’s alumni
association is paying for the construction.
After it was decided the construction was needed, the chapter’s alumni gave the brothers a
choice: They could move out and
complete the repairs in one year,
or space them out across several
years.
“We decided it was better to

“We wanted to fix everything.”
Dustin Snow
Lambda Chi Alpha
Public relations chair
do the whole project at once rather than do band-aid patches this
summer and the next summer and
the next,” said Lambda Chi Alpha
President Robert Collins.
If construction remains on
schedule, the brothers expect to
be in their house by fall 2010.
“We didn’t want to fix just one
or two things; we wanted to fix
everything,” Snow said.

Students’ recreation
fee increases by $5
Non-use of Rec Center not considered
valid criteria for students to waive $107
By Melinda Hart

The chapter, which recently
celebrated its centennial, is carrying on operations as usual, holding meetings and events in the
Memorial Union or at the chapter president’s house. The issue
of meeting space and confusion
about the house’s vacancy have
not affected the chapter’s rush
this fall.
“We just mostly want campus
to know we are still here, we are

ingness to pay extra fees and
feasibility studies, Dana said.
Staff Reporter
These studies showed 87 percent of students agreed to pay
for a new facility and 67 perStudent Life
cent supported the $100-perStudent fees for the Univer- semester option.
“These students have been
sity of Maine Recreation and
committed to a
Fitness
Center
promise made by
have increased $5
since the fall of
“I think the fee previous generations, who unfor2008, according
is a little high.” tunately did not
to Robert Dana,
get to use [the
vice president of
Rec Center],” said
Molly
Ravis
Student Affairs.
Second-year Kenda Scheele,
The price has
increased to comParks, recreation senior associate
pensate for risand tourism student dean of students.
“We could have
ing oil prices and
started charging
other utility costs.
Regardless of their patronage, right away when we started
waiving the Rec Center fee is building the Rec Center. Indifficult for students taking stead, we waited until it was
done so students could use
six or more credits.
UMaine built the Rec Center based on a student willSee Fees on A3

still rushing and we are expecting to have our largest associate
member class in 20 years,” Collins said.
The chapter has been working
closely with Campus Activities
and Student Engagement Coordinator Kevin Taschereau to find
spaces for events.
“My role is to offer assistance
and guidance wherever I can,”

Taschereau said.
According to Taschereau, the
need for repairs in fraternity houses is common at the university,
especially on the roofs and foundations of the buildings, which
need to be replaced periodically.
He expects more fraternity houses will need similar construction
in the near future.
Taschereau, along with the Interfraternity Council, is planning
for the possibility of more vacant
fraternity houses.
“I would like to find one or
two spaces on campus to use in
case of emergency,” Taschereau
said.
There is currently a waiting
list for Greek chapter rooms on
campus, with Kappa Delta Phi
fraternity at the top and Lambda
Chi Alpha in second. Ideally,
these spaces will not be needed
if fraternities recognize a need for
repairs before it becomes a health
or safety issue, as Lamba Chi Alpha did.
“We are all in the business of
keeping fraternity houses open,”
Taschereau said.

“It takes all loans and puts
them
through the direct loan
Editor in Chief
program,” said Ed Gilman, communications director for DemoFinancial Aid
cratic 2nd District Rep. Michael
Michaud. “We see it as a really
The U.S. House of Repre- substantial step forward for stusentatives passed a bill Thurs- dents in Maine and throughout
day that, if enacted, would be our country, especially in regard
the most dramatic overhaul of to Pell Grant provision.”
Rep. John Kline, R-Minn.,
student lending practices in hiscompared the bill to a “governtory.
The Student Aid and Fiscal ment takeover” of health care.
“We see government seizResponsibility Act, passed by a
vote of 253 to 171, would abol- ing control of student lending,
ish the current system of subsi- forcing the private sector out
dizing loan companies and allow and welcoming in a mountain of
public debt. I’m
the government
almost afraid to
to lend to stu“We see it as a
ask: What part
dents directly.
of our lives will
The
bill really substantial
be handed over
would save taxstep forward for
to government
payers an estistudents in Maine.” next?” Kline
mated $87 bilsaid in a press
lion, $40 billion
Ed Gilman release.
of which would
The vote was
Communications Director
go to increase
along
the amount of
Rep. Michael Michaud largely
party
lines,
Pell Grant money offered from a maximum of with 247 Democrats, including
$5,350 per student to $6,900 in Maine’s two representatives, and
2019, according to the House six Republicans voting ‘yes.’
Chellie Pingree, Maine’s 1st
Education and Labor CommitDistrict representative, attached
tee.
Currently, the federal gov- an amendment to the bill that
ernment subsidizes most student provides money to community
loans and guarantees them in colleges for renovation or repair
case of default. The government of existing facilities and certain
does not usually loan to stu- construction of new facilities.
dents directly, except under the Originally, the bill prohibited
William D. Ford Federal Direct funding community colleges,
Loan Program, where the U.S. such as Maine’s, that received
Department of Education is the funds from the American Relender. Most students get loans covery and Reinvestment Act,
through a bank, such as Sallie according to Willy Ritch, a
spokesperson for Pingree.
Mae.
“Especially in these economUnder the proposed legislation, the government would end ic times, there’s a lot of people
the Federal Family Education who want to go back to school,
Loan program, which has been
around for more than 40 years.
See Aid on A4

WMEB brings political personalities to UM
By Tracy Evans
For The Maine Campus
Student Orgs
WMEB 91.9, the studentrun radio station at the University of Maine, has added
another title to its airwaves.
“Drive Time with Benny and
the Jet” is a politically based
talk show from 7 to 9 a.m.,
Monday through Thursday.

“It’s great
having them on
drive time.”
Frank Digiacomo
WMEB
Ben Goodman and Pete
“The Jet” Christopher have
been cohosting the show since
late Spring semester, 2009,
but only recently expanded to
a two-hour slot, taking guest
calls or in-studio interviews.
Guests are typically asked

Edward Fontaine • Assistant Photo Editor

James MacKay manages WMEB during a live broadcast in March 2009.

questions that affect students
and UMaine, as well as a few
tailored questions to their specific situation. Goodman said
one of his favorite parts about
hosting the show is getting to
those harder questions the media may not be asking.

A recent political figure in
the station was Alex Hammer,
an independent running in the
2010 governor race who recently received negative publicity for a Twitter incident.
Other guests include Maine
Sen. Peter Mills, a Republi-

can who is also running for
governor next year, Eliot Cutler, an Independent candidate
and Linda Valentine, R-Saco.
Goodman and Christopher
were reluctant to disclose the
See WMEB on A3
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Professors, students teach horse handling
By Jesse Darkis
For The Maine Campus
Education
First responders gathered
at the University of Maine’s
J.F. Witter Large Animal Research Center on Sept. 19 to
participate in a seminar on
horse-handling techniques in
preparation for emergency situations that involve the fourlegged animals.
Lauren Mack, a fourth-year
pre-veterinarian student, has
been coordinating the program
as her senior project.
In the Bangor area alone,
there have been numerous
horse-related incidents this
year, including a loose racehorse on Interstate 395 and
several more incidents on Interstate 95. A growing concern
is the majority of first responders called to these situations
are not trained in handling
these animals and therefore
are unable to adequately control the situation. This is dangerous to not only the horses,
but to the public as well.
“A lot of this for me was
seeing all the recent incidences, putting all these stories to-

gether and being like, ‘Well,
we have a problem. Let’s fix
it, or do what we can to fix it.’
It’s a win-win situation for the
university, the people attending
and the horses in the long run,”
Mack said.
The seminar was led by
professor Shea Porr, superintendent of the Virginia Tech

“It’s a win-win
situation for the
university, the
people attending
and the horses in
the long run.”
Lauren Mack
Fourth-year
Pre-veterinarian student
Middleburg Agricultural Research and Extension Center in Middleburg, Va., who
developed the course. First
responders who attended
were taught basic handling
techniques, horse behavior
and were able to experience
hands-on training with the
university’s own standard-

bred mares at Witter Farm.
James Weber, an associate
professor of animal and veterinarian science at UMaine,
lectured during the seminar
about basic equine first aid
to prepare first responders in
dealing with injuries before
the veterinarian arrives to the
scene of an accident.
“I’ve had several [horserelated] calls this summer as
well as last winter, and I had
absolutely no experience with
horses, so when this opportunity came up, I jumped on it,”
said Vivian Axmacher, a local
animal control officer who attended Saturday’s seminar. “I
thought this was a great way
for me to learn how to handle
a horse … and most of all, how
to understand their behavior.”
Porr has provided the university with the resources
necessary to continue offering
the program in the future, and
possibly allow for higher levels of instruction.
“It was beneficial to the
university because we were
able to involve many of our
own students to help teach and
to get the connection with the
public and the first responders,” said Melissa Spencer,
the equine lecturer, trainer and

Edward Fontaine • Assistant Photo Editor

The University of Maine has a number of horses which reside at Witter Farm off of College Ave in
Orono.

horse barn manager at Witter
Farm. “It was also a chance for
us to show how well trained
our horses are.”
Spencer wants people to
understand the importance of
the horses at Witter and said

that they’re used for more
than pleasure riding and the
UMaine Equestrian team.
“I think [the seminar] helps
the program because it’s another way to let people know
that we’re here and that we

aren’t just a bunch of girls riding around on horses. We do
have a purpose for the community and for the university,” Spencer said. “One of
See Horses on A4

Activists come to UM, call
We are currently looking to fill the following positions: for end to Ugandan violence

The Maine Campus is hiring!
Assistant News Editor
Online Editor
National Advertising Representative
In addition, we are looking for
reporters for all sections.
All positions are paid. To apply, send a letter of interest and résumé to

eic@mainecampus.com

If you have questions, please call 581.1273 or stop in our office at 131 Memorial Union.

Come celebrate at

L’Apéritif

Relax! Share! Rendez-vous!
Friday and Saturday
Live Jazz Piano 5:30–9:30pm

Come experience our unique
selection of international Tapas and
entrées as well as our full bar with a
European flair...

Tuesday Night
Men’s Night
1/2 price Beer*

Wednesday
Women’s Night
1/2 price Drinks*

* in the lounge after 10 p.m.

A trendy, sleek and
modern way to
lounge and dine

Saturday • DJ

9:30p.m.–12:30a.m.

974-3113 • 193 Broad Street, Bangor
Function room available • Call for details • Restaurant and Lounge open at 5pm Tues-Sat

By Michael Gibson

The documentary showed
children
holding machine guns
For The Maine Campus
dressed in T-shirts and shorts
as they walked through the
jungle and the crowded places
Politics
where they sleep in piles withIt has been called the most out beds.
One abducted soldier shown
neglected humanitarian emergency in the world. It has af- in the documentary said he had
fected millions of people in dropped a baby into a river becentral Africa for 23 years, but cause the mother was causing
not if the activists of the non- problems, and he had shot othprofit organization Invisible ers.
The LRA has been docuChildren continue their mismented by three friends: Laren
sion to end it.
The Invisible Children’s Poole, Jason Russell and Bobby
van arrived Sept. 17 at the Bailey, who had the same interUniversity of Maine as part of est in film-making and decided
to travel to Aftheir tour to
rica to expose
spread aware“The LRA is the
the tragedies
ness of the
dirtiest;
they
put
the
of
Northern
war between
youngest children Uganda.
Joseph Kony’s
The
misLord’s Resison the front lines.” sion’s
biggest
tance
Army
initiative is to
(LRA) and the
Stephen Besaw ask for PresiGovernment of
Invisible Children intern dent Obama’s
Uganda. They
attention and
came to gather
to
deliver
petitions
with sigsupport and to show their documentary videos about Ugandan natures for the arrest warrant
of Joseph Kony. By Christmas
child soldiers.
The activists are committed 2009, they hope Obama will
to finding a peaceful solution address a plan to arrest Kony
to the conflict as well as pro- and announce a strategy to end
viding for the people after the the crisis. They also hope to
violence ceases with educa- have the LRA Disarmament
and Northern Uganda Recovtion, jobs and a better life.
Stephen Besaw of Nova ery Act of 2009 signed into law
Scotia, an intern with Invisible and to secure a commitment to
Children, first heard about the the recovery and rehabilitation
mission on YouTube and ap- of affected communities.
“That’s why I’m here. They
plied for a position right out of
high school. He is now travel- give you action steps,” Kering with the group to help show nodle said.
These new efforts are in rethe organization’s popular documentaries, answer questions sponse to a failed counter-ofand sell merchandise to fund fensive and subsequent retaliation on Dec. 24, 2008, when
their effort.
“Here [with Invisible Chil- the LRA murdered more than
dren] you can get involved so 600 people in the Congo and
abducted over 160 more chilquickly,” Besaw said.
Bit Kernodle of Sacramen- dren to continue their resisto, Ca. — another intern — tance.
“Tell 10 of your friends. Tell
showed a T-shirt at the UMaine
event with a quote from Presi- as many people as you can,”
dent Barack Obama printed on said Cody Snow, a third-year
it saying, “It is a death sentence English student and volunteer
of a society to force children to at the Bodwell Center for Service and Volunteerism.
kill in wars.”
The event’s co-host was
“The LRA is the dirtiest;
Brittney
Ipacs, a second-year
they put the youngest children on the front lines,” Besaw English and Secondary Education student.
said.

Corrections ...
Due to an editing error, a Sept. 17 article erroneously stated the Dierks Bentley concert was attended by 4,700 students.
While 4,700 people attended the concert, only 1,900 attendees
were students. In addition, the article did not make clear that
ticket sales for The Decemberists concert could never reach
those of the Bentley concert, as the Collins Center for the Arts,
where The Decemberists performed, seats fewer than half the
people Alfond Stadium does.
The Maine Campus welcomes corrections or clarifications
to its articles. Please e-mail all such content to eic@mainecampus.com. Errors in opinion articles will be corrected on
the opinion pages.
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WMEB

from Page A3
name of their next guest.
Although Goodman and
Christopher are the cohosts,
their team is not complete
without producer Zack Jackman, Kate Rossing on sports
and Beth Kevit with weather.
The early risers split up their
news and interviews with fun
stuff as well.
“Once we did a segment
on the ‘Angry Beavers’ for 15
minutes,” Kevit said.
The group tries especially
hard to be fair to all sides during political discussions, and
the mix of views tend to keep
the conversation balanced.
Goodman and Christopher are
Democrats, but they do not
feel their political preference
make the show biased. Jackman, a Republican, lends to
the diversity and hosts “Rock,
Flag, and Eagle,” a conservative show on Tuesdays from
10 to 11 p.m.
The station reaches a large
geographic area and by Oct.
31 a new tower will be in
place, upping the watts from
680 to 10,000, which will
put WMEB on the map as far
south as Waterville.
“It’s great having them on
drive time,” said program director Frank Digiacomo.
The show is objective and
appeals to a bigger fan base,
according
to
Digiacomo
— most programs on the station appeal to specific tastes.
“Das International Electron,”
for example, plays post-classical music, and “The French
Connection” plays French pop
music.
The station’s Web site,
wmeb.fm, is new and allows
for direct streaming.
“It’s more flashy this year,”
Digiacomo said.
The site also provides a
schedule of programming. The
one thing you will not hear on
91.9FM is mainstream music.
A tour of the underground station uncovered shelves of CDs
and boxes of records from Indie to Folk to Metal.
“No Lady Gaga here,” Digiacomo said.

Fees

from Page A1
what they’re paying for.”
The Rec Center fees are
added to every student bill at
UMaine. Students taking six
or more credits on campus
have been charged $107 this
semester, and those taking
fewer than six credits were
charged $65.
According to Scheele,
the criteria for waiving the
fee have nothing to do with
whether students use the facility or not. Waivers are considered for those taking classes
online, offline classes but not
directly on campus and for
students with a medical condition verified by a physician.
“Not all universities offer
the option to exempt these
kinds of fees,” Scheele said.
“Is this a joke?” said Brittany Brown, a fourth-year English student, when she heard
past students had supported
the extra fee. “I think [payment] should be an option.”
“I think the fee is a little
high,” said Molly Ravis, a
second-year parks, recreation
and tourism student. Ravis
said when she used the Rec
Center, she attended a “freshman 15” class, which cost an
additional $40.
UMaine uses the Rec Center revenue to pay debt, utilities and salaries according to
Jeffrey Hunt, director of campus recreation. Money goes to
instructors and personal trainers, who often require certifications. It pays for auxiliaries
such as MaineBound and the
Mahaney Dome and to buy replacement equipment.
“No one gets a free ride
here,” Hunt said. “The president uses the facility, and the
president pays to use it.” Students are the core of the center’s membership, followed by
employees, alumni and those
unaffiliated with the university.
“Right now, we have about
1,800 to 2,000 people coming
in a day. Come winter, we’ll
be above 2,000,” Hunt said.
It is difficult to determine
how much the fee will be each
year because utility bills are
unpredictable, according to
Hunt.

A3

University of Maine carpenter dies
By Kaitlynn
Perreault

try as an engine man for four
years. Once out of the Navy,
he moved to New Jersey and
lived there for 15 years until
he moved to Maine and started

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
lost a dedicated worker and
community member Tuesday.
UMaine carpenter Ronald
R. Papa passed away at the
age of 60 in his home on Sept.
15 due to amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), often referred
to as Lou Gehrig’s Disease.
“His body was gone, but
his mind was just as sharp as
it ever was,” said Jim Campbell, carpentry department supervisor.
Papa worked at the university for five years, doing
work that included remodeling apartments at the University Park, maintenance in the
dorms and kitchens, fixing
doors and windows and building elaborate displays for The
Marketplace.
“Ron was very highly
skilled,” said Director of University Relations Joe Carr. “He
was enthusiastic about what

little about ALS,” Campbell
said. “They don’t know if it is
genetic or environmental. It’s
a horrible disease, but it’s not
prevalent. It’s only like one in

“He knew that life’s too short.”
Mark Gifford
Facilities Management

Papa
he did and took pride in doing
it very well. His work was a
reflection of his creativity.”
Campbell, Carr and friend
and co-worker Mark Gifford
all agree Papa was a very busy
and determined individual.
He loved being outdoors at
his house on Phillips Lake or
doing various activities from
motorcycling to rock climbing. Papa taught himself carpentry, lived in Japan when
he was younger, played in a
band there and then joined the
U.S. Navy to serve his coun-

his own contracting business,
Ron Papa Construction. Eventually he came to UMaine,
while still working his business on the side.
“He was very particular
about how he wanted things
done, so when he had contractors out there doing some work
he couldn’t, it was frustrating
when he didn’t like what was
being done,” Gifford said.
“He wanted to be out there to
do it, but he couldn’t [once diagnosed].”
“They [doctors] know very

35,000. There’s not that many
affected.”
According to alsa.org, ALS
is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that affects nerve
cells in the brain and the spinal
cord. Gifford and Campbell
said both Papa’s mother and
father did not have any signs
or traces of the disease on either side of their families.
Papa’s disease progressed
very fast.
“Toward the middle of the
summer, he had an episode
where he was having a really

hard time breathing and the
doctor and the nurse came
over and said they gave him
about two weeks back then,
and he lasted this long,” Gifford said.
“Before he found out he
had ALS, he came down with
prostate cancer, and he had a
good outlook to get rid of that.
You know, get it over with,”
Gifford said. “When he found
out he had prostate cancer, the
next day they [he and his wife]
went out and bought an ultraclassic Harley. He knew that
life’s too short.”
Campbell remembers Papa’s outlook on life from a different memory.
“Someone had stopped
to see him this summer and
they said, ‘Oh, another crappy
rainy day,’ and Ron said, ‘You
know, if I could be in your
shoes, every day would be a
great day,’” Campbell said.
A memorial service of remembrance was held at 1 p.m.
on Sept. 19 at Holden Congregational Church.
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Medical
amnesty -

a new liquid
courage
New law not a
‘get-out-of-jailfree card’

By Rhiannon
Sawtelle
Features Editor
Friday night in an undergraduate dormitory – chances
are there is alcohol flowing in
and out of rooms. One underage drinker has too much and
needs medical attention. The
choice to call an ambulance
or face repercussions lies on
the table. That choice just got
easier for residents at the University of Maine.
Beginning Mon. Sept. 21,
UMaine will start enforcing the Medical Amnesty
and Good Samaritan Project.
Drafted by Alcohol and Drug
Education Programs (ADEP),
medical amnesty will provide
eligibility to lessen punishment for students who receive
emergency medical assistance
for alcohol poisoning and bystanders who call for help.
“This is not a get-out-ofjail-free card,” said Lauri Sidelko, Director of ADEP.
The policy will offer an alternative to formal university
disciplinary action, but is on
a case-by-case basis. Students
who receive medical treatment
for an alcohol-related incident
and students who report an incident will be eligible for consideration for the program only
if they do not have multiple alcohol violations and a history
of conduct code violations.
Although students may be
eligible for the program, they
are not excluded from a potential summons or citation from
law enforcement.
“We will still make our decisions independent of the policy,” said Noel March, University of Maine Police Chief.
March noted that students
at UMaine are often given a
chance on their first offense,
and possession of liquor by a

minor is only a civil offense
if the student is issued a summons.
“This is really a policy that
has some constructive outcomes,” March said of medical
amnesty. “We share this mutual goal. … First and foremost
is no harm.”
The potential of death or
serious harm when someone
doesn’t call an ambulance for
someone suffering from alcohol poisoning is a major concern behind the policy.
The alcohol-related deaths
of students Adam Baxter in the
fall of 2007 and Dylan Lyford
in the spring of 2009 have been
indicators of how the policy
could be helpful.

making a call to the student’s
parents.
Sidelko sees this as a reasonable approach to the situation. She feels that if someone
drinks so that they need medical attention, they probably
need someone to talk to.
Students accepted into the
program must complete all
terms or they could be cited
for non-compliance under the
student conduct code. The
same applies for students who
call an ambulance for someone
who drank too much. As part
of the terms, the caller must
stay with the intoxicated person until medical help arrives.
If a group or organization on
campus hosted an event where
medical assistance is needed
for an intoxicated guest, they
may still be held responsible
“This is really a
for violations under UMaine
policy that has
policy, but willingness to seek
medical assistance will help desome constructive
termine a sanction. Individuals
outcomes.”
within the organization may be
eligible for the program.
Noel March
Sidelko noted that the MedUniversity of Maine ical Amnesty and Good SaPolice Chief maritan Project is not an original idea. Hundreds of colleges
across the nation have similar
“One death is too many,” programs.
said Owen McCarthy, UMaine
Progress of the program
student government president. will be measured through data
McCarthy and General Student comparison, participant surSenate have been consulting veys, focus groups and staff
with ADEP on the policy.
interviews.
March noted that fear of leSince the number of stugal repercussions in situations dents who don’t call an amwhere someone’s life may be bulance for someone who
on the line “shouldn’t be at all probably needed one is almost
costs.”
impossible to measure, evaluStudents admitted to the ation of the program will need
new program will complete an these processes.
educational component but will
“It’s hard to measure. …
not have a university sanction Let’s be proactive about this
for an alcohol violation. The and be helpful,” McCarthy
educational component may said.
include a meeting with the
“You can’t measure what
dean of students, attending an you don’t know,” March said.
alcohol education program or “When in doubt, shout out.”

Photo illustration by Alicia Mullins

Aid

from Page A1
and they want to go to community colleges but they [community colleges] just can’t accommodate them all,” Ritch said.
“It provides, in the case of community colleges, money to help
them with their physical plants.”
“I think [the bill is] going to
make college more accessible
to Maine students, so whether

that’s a community college, a
public university or a private
university, it’s going to make it
easier for kids to go to college,”
Ritch said. “It will help all students because it will increase
Pell Grants. It will keep the cost
of student loans low.”
The bill originated in the
House, so it now goes to the
Senate. A final version of the
bill must be approved by both
chambers before the president
can sign it.

Horses

from Page A2
the things that I’m passionate
about is showing people that
these animals here are vital to
the university and what we’re
doing for pre-vet students.”
All of the horses at Witter
Farm are standard-bred mares
— they are retired harness
racers that are donated to the
university. Veterinarians and

UMaine professors use the
horses for innovative reproduction. The horses are connected with the pre-veterinarian curriculum, according to
Spencer.
“This benefits the university because the community
sees the university giving
back in a really open sense.
It promotes our mares and in
addition to the community, the
next horse that gets loose has
a better chance,” Mack said.

The Maine Campus
For hip cats since 1875
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UM prepares for swine flu Police
Beat
By Maeghan Connor
For The Maine Campus
Student Health

As the swine flu continues to
spread nationwide, members of
the University of Maine community are preparing for what
is to come. Campus health officials and the Emergency Operation Center have begun to
step up their efforts to keep
students and staff safe.
While five people have reported symptoms on campus,
all have remained unconfirmed. According to UMaine
planning assumptions, H1N1
is likely to come in waves, as
the fast-moving virus spreads
through the estimated 11,000
high-risk students.
Wayne Maines, director
of the UMaine Department
of Safety and Environmental
Management, spoke to students this week to emphasize
both what is being done to
prevent a mass outbreak and
what students can do to protect
themselves. Most important
for prevention is the H1N1
vaccine, of which 1,500 doses
should be available to students
in November.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
spoke on Sept. 17 with college
newspapers during a press conference about the risk the new
flu poses to the college community.
“Disproportionately,
the
target population is young
Americans under 25. So, college students are right at the
front of the line in terms of being targets,” Sebelius said.
Beth Bell, associated director of science at the national
center for immunization and
respiratory disease at the Centers for Disease Control, said
during the conference that this
could be “partially because
older people might have some
immunity which protects them
from this H1N1 virus.” As
younger people have no builtin immunity to the strain, H1N1
has strayed from the norms of

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest
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Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
speaks with reporters following a panel discussion on health care
Sept. 3.

the seasonal flu, which usually
affects those ages 65 and older.
Sebelius believes this version
of the virus is potentially more
dangerous because it is hard to
predict its reactions.

“College students
are right at the
front line in terms
of being targets.”
Kathleen Sebelius
Health and Human
Services Secretary

Sebelius said the vaccine
— previously a two-shot process — can now be taken by
college students as only one
injection. Following the injection, “a very robust immune
response is arrived at … and
that immune response hits in
about 10 days,” she said.
Prevention, Maines emphasized, is simple, as H1N1 flu
spreads in the same manner
as seasonal flu. All students
should thoroughly wash their
hands often and take advantage
of hand sanitizer, which has
been placed around campus,
because the virus can be active
on hands for six to eight hours
after exposure. When sneezing

or coughing, do so into either
a sleeve or a tissue, and keep
fingers away from the mouth,
nose and eyes through which
germs can spread.
Most important is for students who are experiencing
flu-like symptoms to employ
self-isolation: refraining from
attending classes or events and
leaving campus if possible.
Maines said it is important to
remain isolated for at least 24
hours following the break of a
fever.
“It’s important for them
[college students] to understand whether they are in a
high risk group … people who
have lung diseases including
asthma, diabetes, heart disease, pregnant women … and
if they are in one of these high
risk groups and they do get
sick, to contact their doctor
right away,” Bell said.
The Emergency Operation
Center has been planning since
April to preserve the safety of
UMaine’s students and faculty.
Already in place is a plan to
distribute food to students who
cannot leave their dorms due
to illness as well as a Web site
— www.umaine.com/h1n1 —
and a phone line — 581-H1N1
— from which students can
learn more.
The UMaine administration
encourages all members of the
UMaine community to receive
the seasonal flu vaccine as
well.

It was there last I checked

Running from the gym

A student’s vehicle parked
in the University of Maine
Collins Center for the Arts
Parking Lot had its back license plate stolen during the
morning of Sept. 17. She did
not realize it was missing
until Orono Police pulled her
over as she was drove away
from campus. The case is
under investigation.

Police received report of
a hit-and-run incident in the
Student Recreation and Fitness Center Parking Lot at 9
a.m. on Sept. 15. A patron of
the center had left his 2002
Mercury Sable in the lot for
15 minutes and returned to
find damage to the passenger side front quarter panel
and door. Estimated damage
is $1,000.

Dodgy Dodge
Walk tall or not at all
A student reported his
Dodge Stratus stolen at 2:09
p.m. on Sept. 16. The vehicle had been missing since
8 p.m. on Sept. 13. The student thought he might have
left it in the Hilltop Parking
Lot. When police located it
in the Credit Union Parking
Lot, he remembered that was
where he had parked it.

An
officer
walking
through Somerset Hall observed an intoxicated male
stumbling down the hall at
1:37 a.m. on Sept. 17. The
officer identified him as Michael Barrio, 18, Orono, and
issued him a summons for
possession of liquor by a minor by consumption.

Cutting through construction

Bikes disappear
campus

Employees at the Advanced Engineered Wood
Composite Center construction area called police to
report people entering the
fenced-off area and cutting
through the construction site
at 12:22 p.m. on Sept. 15. An
officer responded but was
unable to find anyone trespassing. He gave recommendations on how to further secure the site.

Sixteen bikes have been
reported stolen from students
on campus since the beginning of the semester, according to UMaine Public Safety.
The first theft — reported on
Sept. 2 — was two specialized bikes locked outside the
Doris Twitchell Allen Village, a value of $2,000.
Eleven of the 16 stolen
bikes were not locked.
“For the most part, they

around

are crimes of opportunity,”
Detective Chris Gardner
said. “The biggest thing
would be to secure bikes.”
Gardner suggests students
take advantage of the storage rooms in the basements
of resident halls. If a student
does not plan to ride for a
few days, take the front tire
or seat off of the bike to discourage theft.
“Also, if you see any
suspicious activity around a
bike rack, call Public Safety,” Gardner said.
So far, one bike has been
recovered. A Moto-Beacon
road bike stolen from outside
the Memorial Union on Sept.
3 was located by a security
guard on Sept. 16. The $200
bike was leaning against a
light pole in the Dunn Hall
Parking Lot.
Bikes have been stolen
from locations all around
campus: outside Aroostook
Hall, Fogler Library, Stevens Hall, Colvin Hall, Little Hall, the union and the
Rec Center. Four of the bikes
were stolen from the University Park.
The most recent theft was
of a silver specialized stunt
jumper that was locked to
the Aroostook Hall bike rack
on Sept. 15. The bike’s estimated value is $1,500. Five
of the 16 stolen bikes are estimated at $1,000 or more.
Anyone with information
on any of the bikes should
notify Public Safety.

Compiled by
Aislinn Sarnacki
Staff Reporter
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Opinion

Editorial: House passes
student aid reform bill
The Issue: H.R. 3221, The Student Aid
and Fiscal Responsibility Act.
What We Think: It is refreshing to see
the House pass this historic student aid
reform bill. The Senate should demonstrate their support for students by doing
the same.

Monday, September 21, 2009

On Thursday, Sept. 17 the U.S. House of
Representatives voted to approve the Student
Aid and Fiscal Responsibility Act (SAFRA).
The bill would reinvest $40 billion into Pell
Grants to help low-income students attend college and end subsidies to banks receiving them
through the Federal Family Education Loan
program. The money taken from FFEL will be
redirected into the Direct Loan program, which
provides loans to students originating from the
Department of Education.
The Congressional Budget Office projects
that SAFRA will save U.S. taxpayers $87 billion over 10 years by switching into the Direct
Loan program, which is cheaper to administer
and less prone to the fluctuations of the financial
market.
Additionally, the bill allocates $8 billion back
to the treasury, to make a dent — albeit a small
one — in the deficit. It would also streamline
the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
by allowing students and their parents to apply
simply by providing the information on their
tax forms.
Provisions in the bill would tie interest rates
on federal loans to inflation and cap it at 6.8 percent by 2012.
Lastly, the bill would inject $6 billion into
school-based Perkins Loans, providing more
student with options other than predatory loan
companies.
Provisions in the rest of the bill include
funding for historically black colleges and universities, as well as other minority serving institutions, and renovating community college
campuses desperately in need of repair.
With unemployment now squarely in the
double digits, our educations are more important than ever in securing employment. Loans
originating from the federal government come
with a repayment programs that private loans
do not and often include lower interest rates.
We applaud the representatives who passed
what amounts to the largest higher education
aid reform bill of our lives. We hope the Senate
follows suit.

Letters to the editor
Decorum in Congress
The issue regarding Rep. Joe Wilson shouting “you lie” at the president is not that he
called Obama a liar. The issue is Wilson’s
yelling out during a joint session of Congress
while being addressed by the president. The
issue is the shouting, the belligerent tone, the
disrespect for decorum — the fact that Wilson
seemed to think he was attending a lynching
rather than a televised conference of the highest political bodies in the land.
Research the Vietnam War era, the Iraq war
under Bush, and you’ll find not a single instance of a Democratic member of Congress
shouting at the president while Congress was
in session. So what’s up with Wilson, then?
The man honestly believes President Obama is
not worthy of simple courtesy.
- Chuck Weiss

Readers Speak:
Best of Web comments

RE: Majority rule unfair process for
marriage equality
The notion of equal protection is not limited
to race, religion or ethnic origin. It is tied to
citizenship and holds that one group of citizens
cannot be singled out of unequal treatment under the law. It is there to protect unpopular minority groups.
There is an emerging, though not unanimous, body of state-level court rulings striking
down prohibitions on same-sex marriage as
unconstitutional violations of equal protection.
Some of these state courts are overruled
A good reference would be the Iowa Supreme Court ruling (Varnum v. Brien), which
is the latest ruling on the subject of same sex
marriage. It was approved in a unanimous
decision. It is also a relatively short decision
(fewer than 70 pages) and well written — easy
for “non-lawyers” to read and understand.
The issue in Maine is not a court ruling but an
act of an elected legislature. Hopefully, the voters
of Maine will confirm the work of their legislators and strike down moves to reimpose unequal
treatment by voting “no” on Question 1.
Marriage, as far as the government is concerned, is a matter of civil law, and all couples
deserve equal treatment before the law. It is our
tradition as Americans, and what is required of
us by the Constitution.
- Basil

I’m just trying to smoke my cigarette
I’m young, in college and hang out at
a trendy bar on Wednesday nights to see
local live music — three qualifications that
would seem to make my smoking habit
an expected one. But I, like many other
smokers, still face the social stigma of
enjoying a cigarette after a stressful day or
a heavy meal.
I understand the health hazards. I’ve
seen the surgeon general’s warning on the
side of my Camel Lights box. I fully accept
my habit may someday kill me.
My quit date is graduation this year, but
the slew of regulations that have been in the
news lately make me want to revert back
to my 16-year-old self that says, “Spite the
authorities. Keep smoking on the principle
of personal freedom.”
My mom’s anti-smoking lessons are
being replaced by the man.
In the past few years, the University of
Maine has made plans to convert our school
into a tobacco-free campus. I understand
the health and social implications, but I
try my hardest to be a responsible smoker.
I don’t stand near people when I smoke; I
stay away from building entrances, and I
try at all costs to properly dispose of my
cigarette butts.
I’m not trying to convert the masses. I’m
trying to smoke my cigarette.
But the campus is not working with
me here. Perhaps instead of telling us we
should quit smoking, the university should
meet tobacco users halfway in their efforts.
Instead of eliminating tobacco use on
campus, we could get some more receptacles
for cigarette butts, smoking areas and the
freedom to choose if we pollute our own
lungs or not.
Education is the key concept here, not
enforcement. The university should be
going no further than offering quitting help

Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor

and education, not forcing us to stop taking
breaks from studying in Fogler to have a
breath of fresh nicotine. What’s next, no
coffee in the Oakes Room? Caffeine doesn’t
have very many health benefits either.
UMaine tells me I should quit smoking,
but in reality I will have graduated by the
time the policy is enforced. By then, I’ll
have left college — one of the most liberal
parts of our society — and entered another
world of stigma: the rest of society.

Now the FDA is in control of our
cigarettes. Under a new law, The Family
Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act, the FDA can pretty much all but ban
tobacco products all together. They now
have the power to set standards that could
reduce nicotine content and regulate the
chemicals in cigarettes. It will also be
illegal to advertise cigarettes outside within
1,000 feet of a school or playground. Not
such bad ideas, but it goes on.
The law also bans all flavoring in
tobacco products. Color must be removed
from all advertisements (only black and
white text in the near future) and the terms
“light” and “low tar” must disappear by
next year. How will the attendant at Big
Apple know what kind of Camels I prefer
now?
I understand the precautions legislators
are trying to take — reducing health
problems, preventing children from
smoking, etc. But with proper education, I

I understand the precautions legislators are trying to
take — reducing health problems, preventing kids from
smoking, etc. But with proper education, I firmly believe
the final decision to smoke or not is a personal issue.
I’ve seen taxes on tobacco raised over and
over again. This winter, they increased by
almost 70 cents. Smoking in public places is
sharply on the decline and has been banned
in all restaurants and bars in Maine.
Even Obama faces a myriad of criticism
for smoking. The man isn’t declaring war
or cheating on his wife. Being president
is probably pretty stressful. Give him a
Marlboro.

firmly believe the final decision to smoke
or not is a personal issue.
The prohibition of alcohol didn’t work
in this country; education on responsible
use and practices did. So let’s let the
people decide their own fate. Don’t force
the choice. Give people the tools to make
it for themselves.
Rhiannon Sawtelle is features editor for
The Maine Campus.
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Conflict of interest Democrats must push reform,
for pres. of Maine’s even without Republicans
College Democrats
The Sept. 10 issue of The Maine
Campus reported on the Sept. 8
meeting of University of Maine’s
General Student Senate. During
the meeting, debate ensued on
whether or not the senate should
establish a position on the second
version of the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights, a statewide referendum
question to be voted on in November. A majority vote of “yes”
on Question 4 would place caps
on public spending and require
voter approval of any changes to
the state’s tax structure.
Sen. Ben Goodman recalled
that in 2006 the senate took a
stance against TABOR because “it
had a strong impact on tuition.”
Sen. Nate Wildes said that the
GSS’ Legislative Relations Committee would work to educate the
student body on the impact of all
referendum questions. However,
he warned that “it is not the responsibility of either the committee or the General Student Senate
to take a political stance on this
issue.”

A student senate opinion
on TABOR could never
fairly represent the views
of UMaine’s students.

Maine voted the first initiative
of TABOR down in 2006 by an 8
percent margin. TABOR II is the
same plan which has only been
enacted statewide in Colorado.
Republicans and Democrats are
generally split on it, with Republicans supporting and Democrats
opposing mostly because of the
restraints on spending the proposal may create.
At the meeting, Goodman went
on to argue for the establishment
of a stance on TABOR II, saying
the senate has a “responsibility to
take a stance on issues that affect
the student population.” His opinion seems to be that senate should
oppose the bill.
If Goodman were to get his
wish, his opinion would represent the entire UMaine community. A blanket opinion either way
doesn’t seem to be something that
could be fairly done.
College Democrats and College Republicans are around to
fight these partisan battles. They
are a necessary part of the electoral process on campus. President
Obama is indebted to the services
of College Democrats, who came

The fruit borne from
real health care
reform will more than
disprove all the rightwing demagogues.

Michael
Shepherd
Columnist
out in droves to organize support
for his campaign. They should
be commended for their efforts,
as much of the campaign rested
upon them. These groups push
party policies and campaign for
party causes; the senate isn’t designed for that.
But Goodman is also the president of Maine’s College Democrats, which has seven chapters
at universities and colleges from
Orono to Gorham.
According to his Web site, he
has volunteered for the campaigns
of Howard Dean, John Kerry,
Tom Allen and Chellie Pingree,
along with many other Democrats. He is an executive member
of the Maine Democratic Party’s
State Committee. He interned
for Obama’s campaign and for
the Maine Democratic Party. He
hosts two radio shows. A strong
résumé, no doubt.
But the fact that Goodman
could never be objective about
TABOR II worries me. To be a
College Democrat, you must be
“committed to fighting for the
ideals of the Democratic Party,”
according to the group’s national
website. He has an undeniable
conflict of interests. A fairminded person of any persuasion
should see that. President Goodman is the leader of collegiate
opposition to the bill, while Sen.
Goodman is pushing what should
be a nonpartisan senate to take a
partisan stance. This would benefit his larger cause.
Goodman further implied that
students couldn’t make a good
decision on TABOR without a
senate opinion. Like Wildes said,
the senate should help to educate
students on the bill and not recommend a stance. Some want this
to become law. Some don’t. It
will affect us all but not in ways
that are universally good or bad.
We should all look into our stances on it and get information from
both sides.
Goodman’s party position
should be in the public dialogue
– as College Democrat president.
As senator, he should check his
party at the door.
Michael Shepherd is featured
each Monday in The Maine Campus.

Derek Dobachesky
Anyone with a pulse is aware of the heated debate
surrounding health care in the U.S. Congress. The
whole matter is a muddle right now, and certainly
many peoples’ opinions on the matter are tentative.
Complicating matters is Obama’s tactic of letting
Congress draft differing versions of the legislation,
giving critics ample opportunities to attack any
aspect of any proposal they dislike — even though
no one knows what the final product will look like.
President Obama attempted to impose some
clarity on the matter by delivering a prime-time
speech explaining the issue, making clear the
imperative for action on the matter and touching on
a variety of proposals while giving a general outline
of his goals. The most contentious aspect that’s
been proposed is the Democratic idea of a public
option — a government-run insurance program like
Medicare to provide coverage for those who cannot
afford it.
By now, President Obama has made it clear to
progressives and Americans who are on the fence
about health care reform that he is distancing himself
from the public option. Around the same time Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz., declared the public option
was a nonstarter in any bipartisan health care bill,
Obama began systematically downplaying it. He
first declared it was only a “sliver” of any health care
bill, then buried his brief talk of the public option
well over halfway into his health care speech.
Yet when Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., chair of
the influential Senate Finance Committee, presented
the bipartisan bill he drafted with three Republican
and two Democratic senators last week, not a single
Republican voiced support for this bill. This was
the first bill proposed in any committee that did not
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include a public option whatsoever.
Baucus’ bill was clearly dead on arrival. Obama’s
attempts to reach out to the opposition to draft an
acceptable, bipartisan bill have clearly fallen on
deaf ears. At this point, it appears clear not only is a
bipartisan bill not feasible, but any such bill would
cut out essential aspects of any health care reform
worthy of the name.
Public backlash in the form of shouting-match
town hall meetings and Obama’s flagging poll
numbers illustrate that Obama and the Democratic
Congress are suffering political consequences
— even before any bill has been passed. Despite
this chaos and Obama constantly ceding ground
on the issue, the fact that a significant majority of
Americans — 68 percent — still support a public
option remains unchanged, according to the latest
CBS poll. What has changed is that more and more
Americans don’t trust Obama’s handling of health
care, which data from that poll also corroborates.
Although Bill Clinton and the Democratic
Congress were savaged on health care while failing
to pass any bill, the real political consequences
occurred after they failed to pass any sort of
reform. Obama has said he is determined to be
the last president to deal with this issue. Given he
will not receive any Republican support, he and
the Democratic leadership in Congress should
pass a bill with a strong public option through
the reconciliation process, which allows senate to
pass legislation with a simple majority vote, rather
than the 60 votes needed to break a filibuster. This
tactic drew the ire of Republicans when Democrats
included a provision to allow for it in this year’s
budget, yet it is quite apparent that such a provision
is needed.
Clearly, Obama and congressional Democrats
are bound to suffer political consequences when
dealing with health care, whichever route they go.
At this point, the best course of action is to push a
strong bill through Congress quickly, ignoring any
and all Republican opposition.
There is no better political talking point than
results. If Democrats truly have the courage of their
convictions, as I do, then they know this policy will
work well. The fruits borne will disprove all the
right-wing, sky-is-falling demagoguery.
Derek Dobachesky is a journalism graduate
student.
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‘Cash for clunkers’ program a miss for this Mainer
Stipulation that
purchased autos
must be brand
new limited the
effect of this
program.

Brian Curry
I got a car for 500 bucks, and I’m stoked.
Of course, it is a 2001 Kia Rio, which by
definition puts me at least 10 notches down
on the hipness ladder. After driving a Jeep
Wrangler for the past 12 years, this new ride
is a far cry from my carefree days of wind
in my hair and sun on my skin. That was the
epitome of cool.
But for the sake of economic responsibility,

I have decided to drive a more gas-efficient
car. The thing gets 42 miles per gallon for
god’s sake! This is a huge improvement
from the measly 17 mpg I was getting in the
Wrangler. This is all great, but I have still
been licking the wounds of rejection — I
don’t belong to the happy, environmentally
friendly world of the “cash for clunkers”
winners.
After all the hoopla and the argument, I
found out I wasn’t eligible. To get the rebate associated with the clunker program,
I was required not only to find a more environmentally responsible automobile with
better fuel economy; it apparently had to be
brand new. No used cars for this part-time
employed, full-time college student.
I would have had to purchase a car upwards of $15,000 just to be qualified for
the program. After I weeded out the lower
miles-per-gallon models, I am moving toward the $20,000 mark. And then there are
the financing costs. So that $4,500 dollars

that I would have gotten back wouldn’t
even cover the finance charges that come
with the loan. That is assuming the $20,000
fairy doesn’t visit me.
Let’s talk about mileage. I can do it in the
form of the ever-evaded and often-feared
word problem. Brian drives 80 miles round
trip to school five days a week. He gets 17
miles per gallon in his Jeep Wrangler, and
42 miles per gallon in his Kia. What would
the difference in gas be if he drove the
Wrangler for a month versus the Kia? Assume gas costs $2.50 a gallon. The answer?
$140.04 per month.
I know this is way too much math for an
opinion piece, but that comes out to about
$1,680 per year savings in gas — real savings. But again, remember that we’re still
talking a huge initial investment for the new
car.
Seems to me the only people who benefit from this program — so graciously endowed to us by the Obama administration

— are those who either have enough cash
around for a new car or those who are doing so well they can afford to take out a
loan during this horrendous recession. You
know, the one Obama said he would fix. Either way, if you have only enough to spend
for a used car, you’re out of luck. I can’t
even begin to guess the cost of registering a
new vehicle as opposed to my little, crappy
green Kia. At least several hundred dollars,
I’m sure.
I guess I feel a little duped. I finally
bought into the “let the government help
us” mentality, and all it did was make me
feel stupid for thinking the government
could come up with a good solution. I guess
buying the heap that will do what I need it
to do for the next couple of years is better
than doing what the Obama administration
would have me do — go into a whole heap
of debt.
Brian Curry is a non-traditional nursing
student.
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The BangPop convention
Saturday at the Bangor Civic
Center relished in the passion
for comic books, graphic novels, art, modeling, dressing up
and hula hooping. The Bangor
comic convention was a testament to the genuine passion of
a multitude of human beings
who share in their beloved
devotion and care for their individual passions in popular
culture.
Whether it was a vendor,
writer, fan, artist or hula hoop
instructor, everyone was deeply immersed within their craft
or admiration Saturday. There
was a particular vibe in the air,
as the larger floor was covered
with adoring fans and tables
full of artists and vendors.
“Turnout was fantastic. I
don’t know where the geeks
came from, but they came,”
said Gibran Graham, organizer
of the event.
Last year’s BangPop was
held in a hotel near the Bangor
airport. This year, the Bangor
Civic Center gave BangPop
the recognition, space and distinguished look it deserves, in
addition to extending the event
from one day to two.
Graham’s extension of the
event’s programming, artists,
creators and vending tables
distinguished it as a serious
player in the comic convention
world. “Today we surpassed
the amount of people who
came last year,” Graham said.
On Sunday, Graham staged
events and programs geared
toward kids.
The most impressive aspect
of the event was the fans, who
showed their dedication by
stretching their wallets and tallying miles on their speedometers to volunteer for different
comic conventions all over the
United States. Fans who volunteer pay to come set up tables,
run projectors and check people in. “I thought a lot of people showed up. All in all, we’re
very happy,” said 33-year-old
volunteer Ben Roberts, who is
from the Portland area.
Krystal Smith worked

PortCon and SnowCon last
year. “Some of these events
are difficult to hear about, but
BangPop is a very accessible
event to be a part of,” Smith
said. She is a part of a group
of devoted fans who follow
events like BangPop all over
New England.
There was something for
everyone at the convention
— from a short play depicting scenes from “An American
Werewolf in London,” to fans
dressed up as Optimus Prime
and Megatron ready to duke it
out.
“This place is a lot better.
It’s laid out for an event like
this. There are rooms for movies and other activities,” said
Alex Irvine, professional writer and professor at the University of Maine.
The event also promotes
the increasing interest in the
graphic novel, which has transformed to a distinguished medium in its own right.
“Any form of art that lets
people find expression is
something to be happy about,”
Irvine said. “The graphic novel
has come into its own in the
last 20 years as a mature form
of artistic expression. It’s been
over the past five years where
people who aren’t graphic
novelists or fans of them have
started to find that. People are
identifying this great wealth
that’s there.”
Sculptor and craftsman
Israel Skelton displayed a
myriad of comic props which
were identical 3-D scales of
2-D props from comic stories.
Skelton’s renderings of iconic
props included Batman’s Batarang and Hellboy’s one-shot
cannon.
“The jump from some artists’ works are more difficult
than others, however, in how
they are drawn,” Skelton said.
Joe Hill, son of Stephen
King, commissioned Skelton
to make a 3-D version of a
key from Hill’s graphic novel
“Lock and Key” at BangPop
last year. The key was featured
as an exclusive comic book

go.
Monday, Sept. 21
2009 Maine EPSCoR
State Conference
William C. Wells Dining
Center
INT 289: A Celebration
of Darwin
8:35 to 9:50 a.m.
130 Little Hall
Campus Activities:
Broadway Trivia
8 p.m.
Main Dining Room,
Memorial Union

Tuesday, Sept. 22
Teaching and Taking
Feminist Theory: Feminist Scholars Speaking
Across Boundaries
12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union

Wednesday, Sept. 23
Diversity Dialogue:
Andrea West
8:30 to 10 a.m.
Coe Room, Memorial
Union
INT 289: A Celebration
of Darwin
8:35 to 9:50 a.m.
130 Little Hall
Reader’s Theatre #1
7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
Kickin’ Flicks: Up!
9 p.m.
Collins Center for the Arts

Thursday, Sept. 24
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A BangPop attendee looks through comic books on sale for 50 cents a piece Saturday.

prop at the San Diego ComicCon in 2009.
Skelton is an avid comic
book fan and a passionate artist who has sold his pieces to

William P. Davis • Editor in Chief

Vendors displayed books, comics and other wares in the convention center. This year’s two-day event
was the second annual convention.

fans all over the world. Skelton
also urges artists out there to
tap into their creative potential
and passions: “A lot of people
think they’re not creative, but
they choose not to do it. Try
it; you could be amazing! So
many people have the potential to create unique creations.
Many people don’t take the
risk and settle for mediocrity.”
Skelton is actually a long-time
friend to the Convention’s creator, Graham.
Ron Fortier, who has been
writing comics and science
fiction stories for the past 30
years, was one of the guests
at the event. He is most recognized for his work on “The
Green Hornet” for Now Comics and “Terminator Burning
Earth,” illustrated by Alex
Ross. He has also written for
“Popeye,” “Peter Pan” and
Marvel’s “Hulk.” He created his own humor character
— Mr. Jigsaw, Man of a Thousand Parts — who is Maine’s
only superhero. Currently he
writes and produces pulp novels and anthologies for Airship
27 Productions from his home
in Somersworth, N.H.
Graphic novel artist William
Ward was surprised at the turnout of artists and writers during
the event. “You don’t realize
who is in your own backyard,
as everyone is in their own little bubble. Comic conventions
thus benefit artists to be accessible to each other, as with the
fans. It is a networking event,”
Ward said.
Ward said, “[BangPop]
gives people a lot of wider variety of comic books, makes
people find out it’s not just the
big superheroes. There’s a lot
more going on than the superhero genre: It has become its
own medium, as you can tell
any story you want to with it.”
The event began at 10 a.m.
and ended with a film, “Nightmares in Red, White and Blue:
the Evolution of the American
Horror Film.”
“It is the second time the

film is being shown in the
United States, and it’s here in
Bangor, Maine, at BangPop,”
Graham said.
Artist Philippe Guillerm
came all the way from Paris,
France, before settling in Camden, Maine, to craft wood carvings and write graphic novels.
Guillerm initially left France
on a little sailboat called a
caravelle — barely 14 feet
long — in his 20s. He changed
boats as his family got bigger,
as he got married and had two
daughters.
Guillerm has been working
as a wood sculptor for many
years and his work can be seen
all over the world. His story,
“Bobby the Buoy,” chronicles
the story about a buoy and a
fisherman traveling the seas,
which draws on his own experiences.
The event’s vendors included Antoine Malaab, owner and
vice president of Coast City
Comics in Portland. Coast City
Comics is different: It focuses on local artists. “We have
original framed artwork which
brings in a lot of different clients,” Malaab said.
Graham is planning a much
bigger and better convention
for next year.
“It’s a lot of work, but I love
comics. To be able to share this
hobby, this creativity, imagination, passion is fun, fantastic.
No one is walking away not
having a good experience,”
Graham said.
Graham is trying to expand
the pop culture offerings to attract stars of B movies. “Imagine Bruce Campbell in Bangor.”
Graham excitingly remarked.
“All we need is $25,000, if
anyone wants to help me raise
it.” Graham is currently talking to a talent agency to try to
get stars at the convention next
year and wants to continue to
expand and have more authors
from outside Maine.
For more information on
the event, visit www.bangpop
maine.com.

China’s and U.S.
Policies and Activities in
Southeast Asia
12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Bumps Room, Memorial
Union
Maine’s Sustainability
Solutions Initiative:
Guest Lecturer Angus
King
1 to 2:15 p.m.
Wells Conference Center
Data-driven Policy: The
Role of Universities in
Creating a Sustainable
Maine
1 to 3 p.m.
Wells Conference Center
Campus Activities: Pub
Mix Random Trivia
8 p.m.
Bear’s Den, Memorial
Union

Friday, Sept. 25
David Katz in MUZE of
FIRE
7:30 p.m.
Olin Arts Center, Bates
College
$6 for public, students
and seniors
Haunted History Tour
7:30 p.m.
Camden, Maine
For More
Information e-mail
hauntedhistorytours@
gmail.com
Soul Power, Film by
Jeffrey Levy-Hinte
7:30 p.m.
The Grand, 165 Main
Street, Ellsworth, Maine
$7 for adults
A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Seen...
My boyfriend cuts my hair,
which I like. I cut it too.
I don’t think you should
spend money on haircuts.
It grows really fast, and
you get a better haircut
that way.

In the CML
My sunglasses I got at
A.C. Moore for a dollar.
They were on sale. I was
getting some art supplies
and I think they’re
rockin’.

My jacket I’ve had for
a really long time. I got
it a couple years ago at
T.J. Maxx. I try and buy
things second-hand.

Standard white
T-shirt.

Standard black pants,
although these were very
hard to find. They’re my
favorite pair.

My Chuck Taylors are really
battered. I’ve had ‘em for a really
long time, since my first year of
college in New York, when I was
wicked into the punk scene. So
they’ve seen some shows. I was
really into plaid before it was
really in style.

Kat Johnson, Intermedia graduate student

Visit us online at www.mainecampus.com

UM student
concocts a
yogurt treat
By Laila
Sholtz-Ames
For The Maine Campus
Jason Bolton is not your
everyday college student. A
Phoenix, Ariz., native and
University of Maine student
since 2002, Bolton is both a
student and an inventor. Just
four years ago, Bolton created
a snacking sensation by mixing rich, dark chocolate and
creamy frozen yogurt with
fresh Maine-grown blueberries.
“It basically all started in
the senior capstone class I
took, and the great thing is that
it all stems from Maine materials,” Bolton said. “There are
really four Maine products
— lobster, potatoes, apples
and blueberries — and blueberries have excellent health
benefits.” Not only are Yo
Bons a tasty snack or dessert,
they are also filled with calcium and Vitamin D. “With the
heart-health benefits of dark
chocolate and the fact that it’s
only 188 calories, we thought
it was a great combination,”
Bolton said.
The circular-shaped dessert snacks are covered with
an outside layer of chocolate
then filled with the blueberry
yogurt inside. At first glance,
one might think this is from
a fancy SoHo café in New
York or an expensive Los
Angeles restaurant. But this
is completely Maine-created
and grown, except the Swiss
chocolate — though that too
is purchased from a Maine
company. Because of the fine
ingredients and time, Bolton
says it is very difficult to
make.
“It takes at least 12 people working 10-hour shifts,”
Bolton said. “We have to do
prep work, ordering and washing. Then, for companies that
want to market our product, it
takes at least a year and a half
to market, produce and get
onto shelves.”
Hannaford has approached
him about selling Yo Bons, but
Bolton said he wasn’t ready to
sell it there. Instead, Bolton is
excited about marketing his
newest product, the Yo Bons
cups, at the Union Marketplace starting next week.
“The Yo Bons cups are basically like two Yo Bons put

together, but it only has 144
calories, and it’s easy to carry
around,” Bolton said. “We’re
starting a two-week trial period in the Union, and then possibly having them at Hilltop
and Wells Commons,” said
Bolton.
Bolton didn’t realize he
was creating something amazingly tasty and successful, at
least not when he originally
started Yo Bons LLC — a
company that began as a student project in the department
of food science and human
nutrition. In 2005, Bolton and
fellow students Shari Baxter
and Cathy Billings were all
working together in a development class when they came up
with the idea for the blueberry
bites. After hours of planning, studying and discussing
the concept, the three of them
— along with a panel of three
more students — presented Yo
Bons in the Institute of Food
Technologists Student Association Product Development
Competition — an annual,
prestigious competition.
Bolton’s group won first
prize in the competition, and
the group decided to try to
market it commercially. Yo
Bons has been working steadily ever since.
“It’s a little hard because
I am still a student and I’m
doing teaching work, but I’m
also working on Yo Bons as
well,” Bolton said.
And while Yo Bons continues to grow and expand,
Bolton said the company will
get help from the Maine Technology Institute’s two seed
grants. MTI recently helped
Yo Bons buy more equipment,
but right now Bolton said the
company is sustainable.
Shari Baxter, who worked
closely with Bolton to create
the company, graduated in
2007 but contributed a lot of
ideas to Yo Bons.
“I am still a partner in Yo
Bons LLC, and I work on Yo
Bons on the side,” said Baxter
who currently lives in Louisville, Ky. and has a full-time
job outside Yo Bons.
When Bolton graduates,
he too will probably gain employment outside Yo Bons. In
the meantime, Bolton is fully
committed to his company, to
the food and to further marketing his dream.
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Drive By Press: Two MFAs. One Van. 30,000 T-shirts.
Print collective comes to UMaine
By Eryk Salvaggio
For The Maine Campus
Nick Alley slaps a glob of
sticky, black ink on a plate. He
and his partner, Greg Nanney,
are about to give birth to a shirt.
Alley is beneath a canopy
behind a white van. Behind
him, hanging off the back of his
truck, there’s a 600-pound wood
press. A group of students huddle around; others look through
a rack of shirts. The duo is part
of the Drive By Press design
collective; Alley calls himself a
print missionary. Nanney pipes
in: “We’re print carnies.”
For now, they’re showing
what they do – and selling shirts
in the process. Lined up around
their workspace are a number
of wood blocks, etched to become a garden of iconography.
There’s a Luche Libre Wrestler
from Mexico. There are stereos
falling through space and bursting forth from vines. Over there,
a microphone in flames.
“Everything looks better on
fire,” Alley said.
The ink is transferred to a
roller, which is applied to a
wood cut. When the wood is
nice and sticky, black with ink,
it’s handed to Nanney. He presses the wood block to the front of
a green cotton shirt, folds it up
and pushes it through the press.
Slowly, he pulls the wood from
the shirt. The shirt and the wood
cut, for a brief moment, become
mirrors.
“The printing press hasn’t
changed since the 1400s,” Nanney said. “It’s a long tradition,
and this is the first version of it:
Combine a press, some wood
and some ink, and you can
make perfect reproductions until the ink, or the wood, breaks
down.”
“People have been saying
that printmaking’s dead for 300
years,” Alley said. “But it still
finds new ways of coming up.”
The pair are trained and rattle off technical terms to each
other, but are open about their
roots. They started making
prints because they wanted to
make images. They print those
images on paper, but they also
sell them on T-shirts, making
every shirt by hand: the T-shirt

as an art series.
“You see these kids with their
iPods on, and you know they’re
comfortable judging music,”
Nanney said. By making shirts,
he’s hoping to make art more accessible to audiences who aren’t
as comfortable judging art as
they would be with music.
The pair are the East Coast
representatives of the Drive
By Press; another pair covers
the West Coast. They’ve been
touring for three months now,
though both have been touring
for years. Greg has been doing
tours for seven years. He estimates the collective has printed
about 30,000 woodblock T’s.
Alley left for one tour the day
after his wedding.
They’ve collected screen
prints, woodwork, reliefs and
digital images from all over the
U.S., and these were displayed
in Lord Hall. The collection
includes pieces from professional printmakers and graduate
students combined by one factor: Virtually every piece was
crafted by someone they’ve met
on the road.
The pieces range from pop
art to graffiti art, tattoo art to
comic books. Spread out on tables across two rooms, it makes
for a crazy visual pastiche: A
pop-art Miss PacMan stands
next to a loaded political image of African children sleeping
soundly while a village burns in
the distance. One picture depicts
creepy Bolivian squirrel monkeys, another shows a young
woman in front of a vending
machine filled with doves.
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ABOVE: Printmaker Nick Alley of the Drive By Press designer
collective lays down ink on a plate with a roller, preparing it to be
lathered onto one the team’s woodblocks.
RIGHT: Greg Nanney separates a wood block from a T-shirt. The
collective has been travelling the country in vans outfitted with
printmaking equipment and stopped at the University of Maine on
Thursday, Sept. 17.

long line.
“The tradition of printmaking
has a lot of crude, gross, hilarious stuff,” Alley said. He later
added: “The first thing they did
when they figured out that you

“People have been saying that printmaking’s dead for 300 years, but it
still finds new ways of coming up.”
Nick Alley
Printmaker
Drive By Press
And many of them – indeed
the majority – are pretty crude.
Take, for example, the lovingly detailed flying turd or the
highly sexualized renderings of
auto parts. But the pair insist
they’re just the most recent in a

could cut these images and print
them onto paper wasn’t Bibles.
It was naked people and playing
cards.”
The work has its raunchy
and hilarious side, but there’s
a political side as well. For

some artists in their collection,
even the act of collecting materials has a politically charged
conceptual element. One artist rides a bike into gentrified
neighborhoods to collect his
materials from torn down buildings, infusing every piece with
artifacts of a lost community.
You get the sense from Alley
and Nanney that the process itself is political: Making work in
multiples makes it more affordable and more democratic than
making one piece and selling
it for 25 times as much. Printmaking allows you to make 25
pieces and sell them off cheaper,
making your work more affordable to people who otherwise
couldn’t afford art.
“It’s a way of getting as
much art to as many people as
possible with as little pretense
as possible,” Alley said.

The Decemberists bring energetic rock barely contained by the CCA
By Kegan Zema
Style & Culture Editor
The Collins Center for the
Arts is a venue that celebrates
class, high art and civility.
Symphonies, ballets and musicals all take the stage annually
where etiquette is a must. But
folk-rock act The Decemberists
wouldn’t stand for such mundane behavior from the 1,300
audience members in attendance last Friday night. A mass
of rabid, young fans rushed toward the stage for the encore of
their concert, creating an exciting pandemonium seldom seen
in the CCA.
This act reflected the tone
of the night. The Decemberists
played with an energy and furor
unrivaled by most performers.
They turned the show into a
shared experience for everyone
there — making the auditorium feel no bigger than a small
club.
“Everyone on stage was just
completely into it,” said Katie
Prestinari, an attendee who traveled to the show from Bar Harbor. “[Singer Colin Meloy’s]
jumping around was so intense.
I was screaming so loud. It was
great.”
The concert, sponsored by
Student Entertainment, featured
openers Laura Veirs and the Hall
of Flames. Viers’ overly indie
sound created a relaxing mood
as the stragglers took their seats.
Her sparse orchestrations, rich
harmonies and playful lyrics
seemed like something straight
off the “Juno” soundtrack. A delightful calm before the storm.
As soon as the Portland,
Ore.-based fivesome — Meloy,
Jenny Conlee (keyboards),
Chris Funk (guitar), John Moen
(drums) and Nate Query (bass)
— took the stage, the crowd was
uproarious. The rows upon rows
of skinny jean-wearing hipsters,
trendy indie chicks and thickbearded adults keen to modern
music were captivated as The
Decemberists milked their first

ending on “July, July!”
The band rocketed through
a stellar set of new songs and
old favorites. “The Rake Song,”
off their latest album, was immaculate, featuring Conlee and
Funk on auxiliary percussion
parts that rattled bones. Flawless transitions let the band flow
beautifully from one classic to
the next. Standouts, like “16
Military Wives,” consistently
caused the crowd to erupt.
Even Meloy’s stage banter, ranging from lobster jokes
to the proper pronunciation of
“Orono,” made the audience go
wild. His charisma was unruly.
“Most rock stars try to act
like comedians, but these guys
pulled it off,” said Kevin Malmstrom, an older, non-student attendee.
The excitement during the
show doubled when the band
came back for the encore and
the crowd had rushed to the
front. The crowd danced, flailed,
jumped and enjoyed every other
type of rowdy physical movement possible. Security flocked
to the stage to help.
“I thought it was awesome
everyone rushed to the front,”
said Abtin Mehdizadegan, vice
president of Student Entertainment. He also said that there
was concern because people
were standing on top of the orchestra pit, eventually leading
to fans being moved a couple
feet back. “It’s just not made for
that much weight.”
But when one fan repeatedly
refused to back away from the
stage, only to be hassled by security, guitarist Funk yanked
him on stage. The wild fan,
with a sweatshirt tied around his
waist, was given Funk’s guitar
— he had no ability to play it
— and flailed uncontrollably.
Obnoxious noise was all that
could be heard coming out of
the guitar.
Just before, Funk led the
crowd in a horrendous cover
of Outfield’s “Your Love.”
Their romping ending was an

Photos by William P. Davis
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ABOVE: Colin Meloy joked with
the audience about his recently
shaved head. “I can see, like,
20 percent more,” he said.
RIGHT: Toward the end of the
show, fans streamed to the
front of the theater and formed
a small mosh pit. Meloy and
Funk invited two men onto the
stage and presented them with
guitars, while Meloy ripped
Funk’s shirt off.

extended version of “Chimbley Sweep.” Not only was the
fan on stage, but Meloy also
gave his guitar away to another
young fan. Funk ended up shirtless, flab hanging out romantically, by the time the song came
to an end.
Mehdizadegan considered
the concert a great success and
hopes to continue to bring diverse artists to the University of
Maine.

“I want to keep bringing shows
that are fun and well received

to the students,” Mehdizadegan
said. “It’s been good testing the

waters to see what UMaine likes,
and I think I’ve found it.”
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Leave Kanye West alone, he’s only human
As a college student, chances are you have probably gotten drunk and done something
stupid. Something you thought
was amazingly brilliant in your
drunken stupor you immediately regretted upon sobering up.
Well, last week, when Kanye
West jumped on stage and cut
off Taylor Swift’s award speech,
he was having one of those moments. Only he had one in front
of millions of people.
What he did was wrong. I
know that, you know that, he
knows that. It was a rude, obnoxious move. He acted like
a jackass. He made a mistake,
but please don’t crucify the
man; he’s a human being.
The crowd fell silent when
Jay Leno asked Kanye what
his deceased mom would have
thought about his outburst. West
sat wordless, holding back tears
and hopelessly grasping for an
answer. Am I the only one who
can find sympathy?

Fame has crippled so many.
The public builds people up
only to tear them down. Almost
no one was on Michael Jackson’s side before he died —
just his true fans. Now that the
public has realized what they
have done by turning on him,

him. He was so disenfranchised
because kids across America
were running around in tattered
flannel that his creative genius
was treated to the business end
of a shotgun.
Kanye is tortured, troubled
and insane. He’s a martyr

their feelings hurt everyday by
drunk men. He doesn’t deserve
this backlash.
I am worried about Kanye.
His blog, his most accessible
form of communication with
the world, has shown the best
clues. His apology was a heart-

life is a TV show.
More importantly, he has
removed all comments from
his site. What used to be a rare
way for fans to interact with the
superstar has now become just
another website.
No one deserves to be treat-

The Beat Report
By Kegan Zema
they have desperately tried to
give him the love he deserved.
Too late.
Or what about Kurt Cobain?
The opposite happened for

for his craft and a celebrity
who constantly tries to prove
himself. So he got drunk and
stepped on some girl’s toes.
In the real world, women get

felt one, with a funny reference
to “Meet the Parents.” Yet later
he was likening his life to “The
Truman Show,” the Jim Carrey
movie where a man realizes his

ed the way he is being treated.
Anyone can sneer and say he’s
got it made as a celebrity, but
try to put yourself in his shoes.
Imagine if everyone extorted

you when you were at your
lowest, if you were the topic of
everyone’s dinner conversation
or if you had a video of your
drunken mistake played millions of times a day.
Taylor Swift still got to perform minutes after she won her
award. She still got to give a
speech at the end of the night,
and now she’s got more fans
than ever out of mere sympathy.
Kanye West got called a
jackass by the president of the
United States. Who got the better end of the deal?
He is a scapegoat. He’s a
loud, opinionated person, and
everyone loves to hate him
simply because they know they
are just like him. He makes everyone else look good by putting his flaws out in the open.
People love to point out his
faults because he is an easy target. I’m just not sure how much
more he can take.

CD REVIEW: THE RAVEONETTES
By Jay Grant
For The Maine Campus
In the late 1980s, a Scottish group called The Jesus and
Mary Chain took pop structures
and harmonies like those of
The Everly Brothers and 1960s
girl groups and applied them to
heavy rock awash with distortion. Twenty years later, Danish
duo The Raveonettes released
their fourth album with that exact formula.
Their blatant copying isn’t
such a bad thing. On one hand,
you could certainly choose a
worse band to rip off. On the other, The Raveonettes have enough
of their own unique charm to remain interesting, even after several releases. While The Jesus
and Mary Chain were all about
pseudo-goth vibes, The Raveonettes are almost shamelessly
cutesy. Sune Wagner’s effeminate lead vocals, coupled with
Sharin Foo’s feminine backup,
get closer to ’60s girls’ pop
than those Scots probably ever
wanted to be. Bubblegum pop
opener “Bang!” sets the tone as
Wagner’s chorus rings, “Kids
wanna bop all down the street, ff-fun all summer long,” all while
fuzzy guitars roll on.
By the third track, they’ve
taken a slight turn, exposing the
strangely edgy side that makes
them so good. What could have
been just another trite pop song
of loss, “Last Dance” takes on
a surprisingly light tone when
one takes into account the narrator is watching his “baby” being taken away to the ICU for
drug overdose. Things get even
darker on the next track, “Boys
Who Rape (Should All Be Destroyed).” Here Foo moves to
the forefront, singing, “You’ll
never forget, those f---ers stay
in your head.”

Universal Pictures
Vice Records
Sure, these themes may not
be that scandalous when compared to any popular hip-hop
song. But when you keep in
mind that aside from liberal
helpings of guitar distortion,
these songs sound like the kind
of stuff our grandparents would
have listened to in a malt shop
somewhere; anything dark is
somehow made darker.
After a track off, Foo again
takes lead for interlude “Oh I
Buried You Today,” a song with
an obviously somber mood. The
next track, “Suicide,” sounds
significantly more up-beat and
fun, much like lead-off “Bang!,”
though it is essentially a plea to
a friend to step back from the
ledge or untie the noose.
The
following
track
“D.R.U.G.S.” continues this
theme of risqué subject matter
coupled with pleasant-yet-fuzzy
pop, featuring a soft spoken
melody and a kind of “Zombie
Nation”-esque chant during the
verses before Wagner claims,

“You know you like it, and you
know you want it, D-R-U-G-S.”
Two tracks later on “Break Up
Girls!” The Raveonettes show
their real force with a Wagnerled song of female liberation
that begins with nearly two minutes of noisy distortion effects.
“Break Up Girls!” uses up the
last of the energy of “In and Out
of Control,” just before “Wine”
finds Foo fading the album out
on what’s essentially a slow doowop ballad. Even this, the least
exciting track on the record,
holds what makes The Raveonettes such a quality band. They
have an innate ability for taking
the lessons of ’50s and ’60s pop
— when pop music was seriously good — and updating them
for a contemporary audience.
The Jesus and Mary Chain-style
fuzz meets truly faithful – and
sincere – malt shop pop. “In and
Out of Control” is a solid collection of catchy songs that won’t
make you seem too wimpy.
Grade: B+

MOVIE REVIEW: LOVE HAPPENS
By Kaley Roberts
Staff Reporter
“Love Happens,” but successful romantic comedies
rarely do. This film doesn’t
join those ranks. Rather than
delighting an undemanding
audience and setting comforting but unrealistic expectations of love, it walks the line
between melodrama and outright sappiness. In what could
have been a marginal success,
“Love Happens” strays from
the cliché of boy-meets-girl
with disappointing results.
Aaron Eckhart plays Burke
Ryan, a successful motivational speaker whose “AOK” books and DVDs have
garnered him an adoring fan
base. The irony here is that
while doling out advice for the
masses, he abandoned his own
troublesome life. A dark secret
threatens to shatter his fragile

façade and ruin his career. Enter Eloise (Jennifer Aniston),
a florist whose own life could
use a little patching up. With
her own form of baggage and
a cynical outlook on romance,
she is hesitant to give in to
Burke’s kindness.
Aside from a few factors,
the plot of “Love Happens”
appears to be the simple formula for a romantic comedy.
But rather than taking the
usual route, this film veers off
course into a subplot that has
little to do with its lovebirds.
While this somewhat strained
emotional turn isn’t an all-out
failure, it seems misplaced
here.
Just when the sad sack
characters seem to be turning
their lives around and getting somewhere, another syrupy layer of forced drama is
poured on. An overt but wellintentioned metaphor did little

to save the movie’s contrived
direction.
Martin Sheen, Dan Fogler
and Judy Greer in supporting roles add a few moments
of reprieve from the dismal
game that Burke and Eloise
are playing. Their somewhat
laugh-worthy lines keep the
movie from being utterly depressing.
“Love Happens” could
have been a refreshing change
from typical rom-coms, but
instead it tore relentlessly at
heartstrings with no resolve.
Yet in true Hollywood form,
the audience is rewarded with
a happy ending. Sorry to spoil
it.
Unless spending two hours
trying to figure out where a
chemistry-less romance is
heading sounds fun, skip this
hollow attempt at cinematic
creativity.
Grade: C-

The Maine Campus is hiring!
We are currently looking to fill the following positions:

Assistant News Editor
Online Editor
National Advertising Representative

In addition, we are looking for
reporters for all sections.
All positions are paid. To apply, send
a letter of interest and résumé to

eic@mainecampus.com

If you have questions, please call 581.1273
or stop in our office at 131 Memorial Union.
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Cat and Girl

By Dorothy Gambrell

Cat and Girl

By Dorothy Gambrell

H o r o s c o p e s
Aries - March 21 to April 20 - You will plan to spend time with
friends who you haven’t had a chance to be with lately. You will realize
the friendships are so strong, you can go months without seeing each
other but the bond is still there.

Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - There is something you don’t want to
know about today. You don’t think you will be able to handle hearing
about something that could be a disappointment. You will likely do
everything you can to avoid the information.

Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - You may experience frustration and the inability to move forward. When these times occur, it is
best to stay where you are and realize there are times to do absolutely
nothing and let time pass by until the situation changes.

Taurus - April 21 to May 20 - You have self confidence and believe in your own abilities today. This is an excellent time to be setting
goals and pursuing your ambitions. Your path may not be traditional,
but you will shine in the spotlight with little effort.

Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 - The one thing you criticize others
for is what you will be a target of today. When you realize you are getting back what you have dished out in the past, you will awaken to the
fact that being too critical of others causes pain.

Capricorn - Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 - You think others are responsible for holding you back from getting what you want. When the
time is right, you will see that you are the one who decides when you
want to go forward or hold back.

Gemini - May 21 to June 21 - There are compulsions today that
will bring about a couple of interesting surprises. When you become
compulsive like this, you tend to gravitate towards unfamiliar scenery.
Enjoy the fun this day may bring.

Libra - Sept. 23 to Oct. 23 - Today you have decided you just
can’t put up with it anymore. It is almost as if you woke out of a deep
sleep. You will find yourself behaving in ways you thought were not
possible.

Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - This is a great day to kick a
bad habit as you possess extraordinary inner strength. A technique
that works well with your heightened willpower is to visualize the unwanted behavior from beginning to end.

Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You come to the realization today
you are still not completely happy with your current situation. You
think you might be happier if you could get more. What you have to
learn is that you don’t need a lot to make your life happy.

Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You have been feeling down lately. You can rejuvenate yourself by spending more time on becoming
active. Walking every day will draw on the body’s natural endorphins
to help you stay balanced.

Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - You are concerned with home
and domestic relationships. This is a day to make sure you concentrate your efforts on patching up any disagreements may have arisen
between you and your loved ones.

Sudoku
Puzzle

• Each row must have numbers
1 - 9 in any order but each digit can
only appear once.
• Each column must have numbers
1 - 9 in any order but each digit can
only appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have numbers
1 - 9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Medium

Crossword
Puzzle

Across
1- Move along in a
stream
5- Wanderer
10- Portico
14- Taylor of “Mystic
Pizza”
15- Fine fiddle
16- Harbor
17- Bakery fixture
18- Grain stores
19- Draft classification
20- Actor Stephen
21- Pretentious display
23- Goat hair fabric
25- Formerly, formerly
26- Coarse
29- Abnormal
33- Sleep disorder
35- Leg bone
37- Aussie hopper
38- New Mexico art
colony
39- Allow to enter
40- Completed
41- Hosp. area

42- Ascended
43- Satisfied
44- Flock leader
46- Continue
48- Engrossed
50- Swarmed
53- Situated beyond
the moon
58- Ask invasive
questions
59- King of comedy
60- Love, Italian-style
61- Beethoven’s
birthplace
62- Remain undecided
63- Nest
64- Soft cheese
65- Goes down
66- Perfect places
67- Goes out with
Down
1- Plants
2- Energize
3- Containing oil
4- Finish first

5- Capital of the
Bahamas
6- Drop
7- Boy or man
8- Make amends
9- Absent-minded
10- Like bad cell
coverage?
11- Author Morrison
12- Hydrox rival
13- ___ impasse
21- Killer whale
22- Hammett hound
24- Change for a five
27- Former Fords
28- Stopwatch-holder
30- For the time being
31- Actress Skye
32- Like some dorms
33- Take ___ from me
34- Tailless rodent
36- Common hop
39- Air craft
40- Matron
42- Laugh loudly
43- Chop ___

45- General tendencies
47- Emphasis
49- Bombastic
51- Bert’s buddy
52- Units of force
53- Enervates
54- Peter Fonda title
role
55- Breathe hard
56- Lymph ___
57- Make ___ for it
61- Air rifle ammo

Answer key in Sports
Crossword
puzzles
provided by
BestCrosswords.com.
Used with
permission.
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Conner, UM take third place
Women third, men fifth at Amherst meet; Masters finishes eighth
By Derek McKinley
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine
cross country teams were in
Amherst this weekend for a
showdown with the Universities
of Massachusetts, Vermont and
Connecticut, as well as Division
III Amherst College.
The men were led by sophomore Riley Masters, who finished in eighth place with a time
of 25:58. While Masters’ leadership is becoming more and more
of a certainty, the scoring team
that compliments him is constantly shifting.
Following a somewhat disappointing race last week at
Vermont, senior captain Corey
Bean stepped up to finish in the
12th spot with a time of 26:14.
“It felt good to run a fast time
today. It feels like I’m just getting in decent shape, and I still
managed to place pretty high,”
Bean said.
Freshman Taylor Phillips
continued to put together a good
start to his first season, taking
23rd place. He was followed

closely by senior Miles Bartlett
in 24th. Sophomore Dave Currier finished the scoring for the
Black Bears in 30th place.
“It’s nice to help out the
team,” Phillips said. “If it means
being someone who scores at a
meet or someone to lead one of
the intervals during a practice, I
try to help out in any way I can
to make the team reach its full
potential.”
Despite
the
commendable performances by all of
UMaine’s runners, the Black
Bears couldn’t put it all together
and finished fifth out of the five
teams.
“Last week, Dave, Taylor,
Miles and I ran together for a
good portion of the race,” Bean
said. “If we had stayed together
like that in an all-out racing situation, it would’ve been fantastic
for our team. Today, in that allout racing situation, it kind of
fell apart.”
The women fared much better
behind front-running sophomore
Corey Conner. For the second
week in a row, Conner earned a
second-place finish, this time in

17:36. Senior Jordan Daniel, the
second UMaine finisher at Vermont, did not compete this week
because of travel commitments.
“I had worked it out with the
coaches that I’d take it easy,”
Daniel said. “There were two
meets that I’d be missing this
season due to traveling to New
York and D.C., [so] I’ll be doing the home meets and America
East [championships].”
Conner was followed instead
by senior Vanessa Letourneau,
who did not compete last week
at Vermont. Letourneau finished
the five-kilometer course in
18:12, good for 13th place. Juniors Allie Conner and Cynthia
Hunter took 19th and 29th respectively, and sophomore Hilary Maxim finished the scoring
in 30th place.
The women took third place
for the second week in a row.
Next weekend begins a
stretch at home for the Black
Bears, first for a dual meet with
the University of New Hampshire and then for the MurrayKeatinge Invitational, UMaine’s
largest home meet of the year.

Lindsey Ropiak • The Maine Campus

UMaine and BU players fight for the ball in Saturday afternoon’s game. BU defeated the Black Bears
31-10.

Men’s Rugby
from Page B8

erupted with another try and
conversion goal to make it 240.
The first significant signs
of offense for UMaine came
midway in the second half by
Eric Anderson by way of a
bruising run through much of
the Terrier’s team. That moti-

vated run led to Kenny Harvey
scoring UMaine’s first points
of the day.
“Anderson, Harvey and Ryan
‘Sarge’ McDougall stepped up
and played a very strong game
for us today,” Criner said.
BU retaliated with another
long run from another one of
their quick backs, resulting in
another try and conversion, enlarging the margin to 31-5.

Maine capitalized on a Terrier turnover resulting in a try
by Anderson, but it proved to
be too late, with the final score
31-10.
In the final minutes of the
game, tempers boiled over and
a different type of “scrum”
erupted. Bodies were pushed,
and words were exchanged. The
rematch of these two teams will
be interesting later this season.

Bears bond over fall weekend
Katahdin trip, Run for Hope 5K bring men’s hockey together
By Steven
McCarthy
Staff Reporter

Lindsey Ropiak • The Maine Campus

A UMaine player runs down the field in Saturday’s win over Northeastern. They beat the Maddogs 103-7 for their first win of the season.

Women’s Rugby
from Page B8

but the Black Bears forced a
turnover and brought it down
the field and scored again.
On the very next possession, Lindsey McKenna broke
though the Maddog’s line and
scored for her first collegiate
try.
“It’s great,” McKenna said.
“I feel awesome, I feel like a
million bucks.”
While Northeastern again
tried to move the ball, they
never really had a chance to
catch their breath, as Moore
scored again. But the real bane
of the Northeastern’s existence

was Kelly L. White.
A long-time rugby veteran,
White showed she didn’t lose
any of her spark from last season, scoring three tries in the
first half and then two more in
the second half.
“We really did a good job
creating space, and the offensive did a great job supporting
each other,” White said.
White, who torched the
Maddogs with several long
runs, was able to break through
the defense and split several
tackles to help lift the Black
Bears to a 54-0 halftime lead.
For the second half, the
Black Bears picked up where
they left off, with a score by

White and then the Black
Bears added three more scores.
Northeastern, shut out in the
first half, did manage to drive
down the field and score, but
the game was already out of
reach. Amanda Kulik added
another score, putting the
Black Bears over the century
mark with a final score of 1037.
“I think we really had good
leadership,” Danielle Frederico
said. “We really worked well together and we played hard.
Next week, the Black Bears
will try to continue their dominance when they take on another powerhouse, Radcliffe College, at home on Lengyel field.

Though he had never ascended the state’s tallest peak, University of Maine men’s hockey
goalie Josh Seeley grew up in
Howland, Maine — a half hour
from Mount Katahdin.
Seeley and his teammates
appreciated the cooperation of
Mother Nature over an early fall
weekend by climbing the 5,267foot mountain Saturday, Sept.
12, as part of a bonding experience set up by director of hockey operations Josh MacDonald.
“I had heard some pretty interesting stories, but I didn’t expect that it was going to be as
high as it was,” Seeley said. “It
was nice up top.”
The team camped in Millinocket the night before and
woke up early Saturday morning for the hike. Sophomore forward Kyle Solomon said it was
a good orientation to UMaine
Hockey and northern Maine for
the eight freshmen.
“The cabins were real nice,”
Solomon said. “We stayed up
talking for a while and just got to
know some of the new guys.”
Solomon, a Long Island,
N.Y. native, saw the fear in
his teammates’ faces crossing
the storied “Knife Edge,” but
thought the narrow boulder path
was a unique challenge.
“I thought it was awesome,”
Solomon said. “Just looking
down to your left and right and

Great Danes score 20 unanswered points in second half
By Adam Clark

It was a tale of two halves.
After building a commanding 16-0 lead in the first half
and forcing four University at
Albany turnovers, the University of Maine football team came
unraveled in the second half.
The Great Danes took advantage of a late fumble, and David
McCarty rushed for a 24-yard
touchdown to propel Albany to
a wild 20-16 win over the No.
20 Black Bears on Saturday afternoon.
UMaine (2-1) drove down the
field with under two minutes to
go with sophomore quarterback
Warren Smith behind center, but
the Great Danes intercepted him
deep in Albany territory to seal
their first victory of the season.
UMaine jumped on the board
first after Derek Session’s 20yard touchdown run in the first

All at

mainecampus.com

on the ice is the six feet between
the pipes, doesn’t anticipate
making long distance running
a Sunday morning routine but
said the cause helped him persevere.
“Having to go and knowing
that it’s for a cause — it makes
it a little bit easier,” Seeley
said.
Solomon said the team appears in better shape after the
summer than last year’s, which
should benefit them toward the
end of a long season.
“We’re not one hundred percent at that next level of fitness
yet, but we’re getting there,”
said Solomon. “All the guys
came in, in better shape than
last year, and everyone’s improving.”
Solomon said the team’s fitness testing involves running
sprints and the 5K, as well as
on-ice exercises. They are also
tested for physical strength in
the weight room. The 5K times
were compared to the previous years — most of the team
improved upon their personal
bests.
The race also counted for
points in the Black Bear Cup
competition between UMaine’s
sports teams. The women’s
hockey team, as well as women’s basketball and some softball players, also ran.
The Black Bears will have
one more bonding weekend
before the season starts, when
they travel to Camp Roosevelt
in Eddington.

UM football loses first ’09 game
Sports Editor

breaking news • e-mail alerts • classifieds

seeing like a mile drop on each
side is an adrenaline rush you
don’t get too often.”
Solomon played his junior
hockey in Framingham, Mass.,
and said he had never climbed
anything in comparison to Katahdin. He had not even heard of
the mountain before the trip.
“I thought it was beautiful,”
Solomon said. “Definitely one
of the better experiences of my
life.”
The 6-foot-3-inch tall Seeley
found scaling the rocks to be
difficult but worth it once all of
his teammates reached the summit safely.
“Once we started going up,
it was straight up after Chimney Pond,” Seeley said. “It was
rocks, boulders, rocks that were
loose and all that.”
Seeley was hesitant to say
he enjoyed the climb but said it
was “one of those things you’ve
got to try once.”
Despite waking up the next
morning with sore knees and
calves, the team laced up their
running shoes to participate in
the Run for Hope 5K road race
in Hampden — an event that
benefits cancer awareness programs. The players ran competitively as part of their pre-season
fitness testing and took nine of
the top 15 spots in a field of
nearly 300. Redshirt freshman
Mark Nemec was the first Black
Bear finisher, placing fifth overall in 20:46, an average of 6:42
per mile.
Seeley, whose responsibility

quarter.
At the start of the second
quarter, the Black Bears increased their lead to 14-0 on a
15-yard touchdown pass from
Mike Brusko to Landis Williams.
Albany seemed to gain momentum later in the second
quarter when they stuffed Session on fourth-and-goal, but
Jordan Stevens sacked Vinny
Esposito in the end zone for a
safety to make it 16-0 on the
following drive.
The second half produced
very little on offense for the
Black Bears. They were only
able to garner 83 yards of offense in the final two quarters.
Albany was able to muster
a field goal in the third quarter
before erupting for 17 points in
the fourth quarter.
Paul Booker caught a 22yard pass from Esposito with
just over 11 minutes to go in the

contest to make it 16-10, and
Herb Glass kicked his second
field goal of the game to make it
16-13 with under four minutes
to go.
After a blocked punt by the
Great Danes, sophomore safety
Jerron McMillian picked off
Esposito, but the Black Bears
were forced to punt again after
a three-and-out.
On third-and-two, Brusko ran
the option but his pitch to Session was off target and Albany
recovered at the UMaine 28.
McCarty capitalized with his
game-winning touchdown run.
The Black Bear offense was
led by Session with 76 yards on
21 carries with a touchdown.
The UMaine defense had five
sacks on the afternoon and
forced five turnovers.
The Black Bears resume
nonconference play next Saturday night when they visit FBS
opponent Syracuse University.
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MEN’S RUGBY: UMaine and Boston University players fight for the ball in Saturday afternoon’s
game. BU handed the Black Bears their first loss of the season.

Lindsey Ropiak • The Maine Campus

WOMEN’S SOCCER: Josee Descoeurs fights for the ball with an
Iona player last weekend. Descouers scored her first career goal in
Sunday’s win over Northeastern.

Lindsey Ropiak• The Maine Campus

FIELD HOCKEY: Jackie D’Amato (7) gets her stick tied up with an opposing player in a recent
home game. The UMaine field hockey team beat Rutgers on Sunday to extend their winning
streak to seven games.

Upcoming Games

Friday, Sept. 25
Cross Country
vs. New Hampshire in Orono
3 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. Sacred Heart in Orono
7 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 26
Women’s Rugby
vs. Radcliffe in Orono
1 p.m.
Field Hockey
at Northwestern in East
Lansing, Mich.
2 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey
vs. Sacred Heart in Orono
2 p.m.
Club Football
at Northeastern Wolverines in
Nashua, N.H.
2 p.m.
Football
at Syracuse in Syracuse, N.Y.
7 p.m.
Note: UMaine football watch party at
Hero’s in Bangor on Odlin Road

Sunday, Sept. 27
Women’s Soccer
vs. UMBC in Orono
Noon
Field Hockey
at Michigan State in East
Lansing, Mich.
1 p.m.

Crossword
Solution

Lindsey Ropiak • The Maine Campus

WOMEN’S RUGBY: A UMaine player is lifted up by her teammates in Saturday’s game against Northeastern. The Black bears
dominated the Maddogs, beating them 103-7.

HAND
GUN
Field hockey
extends winning TRAINING
streak to seven
By Maeghan
Connor
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
field hockey team improved
their win streak to seven
games this weekend as they
won three games over the
course of four days.
Thursday was the beginning of a long weekend for the
Black Bears as they shut out
Sacred Heart University 6-0.
UMaine came out quick
as Stephanie Gardiner started
the scoring at 2:50. At 23:29
Lelia Sacre added to the lead
with a penalty corner on the
assist by Jocelyn Mitchell, and
Mallory Anderson followed
shortly with a breakaway goal
by Mitchell to make the score
3-0.
Brittney Cummings
notched the final goal of the
first half on a Gardiner assist
to boost the lead to four.
The Black Bears continued
their domination in the second
half as Courtney Glynn beat
Sacred Heart goalie Kim Stow
at 47:06. Mitchell’s second
goal of the game on a Courtney Veinotte assist in the final minutes would finish the
game as Sacred Heart dropped
to 1-6 and UMaine improved
to 5-1.
Friday brought the Pacific University Tigers who
dropped to 2-3 following the
7-2 loss to the Black Bears
who improved to 6-1.
The high scoring contest
remained close throughout
the first half as UMaine was

held to only two goal: one off
the stick of Kelly Newton followed by a Stephanie Gardiner
shot on a Newton assist. The
Tigers kept the score close
as Kiddy Leubane knocked a
high shot in to cut the lead to
2-1.
The second half came with
revitalized Black Bears teams
as Newton completed a hat
trick with three more goals.
Pacific fought back as Kelly
Perkins knocked one in off a
penalty corner at 49:19, but
that would be all they could
muster and Sacre finished
them off at 69:16 on an Anderson assist.
The final contest of the
weekend was Sunday against
Rutgers University who fell to
the Black Bears 4-2.
At 11:52 Mitchell scored
her first of two goals of the
day on a Newton assist. However, Rutgers soon answered
when Brittany Bybel evened
the score a few minutes later.
At 21:12 Sacre scored on
a penalty corner to give the
Black Bears the 2-1 lead they
would take into half-time.
The second half began as
Newton shot one in from the
right off a Veinotte assist to
increase the lead to 3-1. Rutgers’ Sarah Dunn would knock
in an unassisted goal at 54:15
but that would be all they could
muster and Mitchell’s second
goal of the game would finish
them off 4-2. Rutgers fell to
0-8 on the season while the
Black Bears continued their
streak to improve to 7-1.

NRA Basic Pistol Course
Offered on campus Sept. 24 & 29

Contact Mike Zubik @ 732-3533 or
mzubik@midmaine.com

Peace Corps
244 UMAINE ORONO ALUMNI
HAVE SERVED OVERSEAS...
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN JOIN THEM!

Thursday, September 24
Information Session:

6:00 pm
Memorial Union Center, Main Floor
Totman Room
UMaine Orono Campus

Information Table:
10:30 am - 1:30 pm
Memorial Union Center Hallway
UMaine Orono Campus

Apply now for 2010 departure!
www.peacecorps.gov/apply/now
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Martel leads Black Bear romp of Northeastern
Women’s soccer knocks top off mid-Atlantic team, rebounds from Sacred Heart loss to improve record to 3-3-1
By Steven
McCarthy
Staff Reporter
The University of Maine
women’s soccer team pulled off
a decisive upset in their second
home game of the season Sunday, beating the Northeastern
University Huskies — ranked
first in the latest National Soccer
Coaches Association of America Mid-Atlantic poll — 4-1 at
Alumni Field.
“That is as good a win as
we’ve had here in a long time,”
UMaine coach Scott Atherley
said. “For us to have as decisive a
performance against a team like
that is great momentum heading
into our conference season.”
Northeastern, from the Colonial Athletic Association, fell to
5-2 with the loss. Their record includes victories over the nation’s
18th ranked team the University
of Georgia, and Atlantic Coast
Conference opponent University
of Clemson. They also knocked
off America East power Boston
University 1-0 on Friday. Sophomore keeper Stephanie Gordon
only allowed two goals in the six
games.
“To put that many [goals] up
against a team that hasn’t given
up that much — I just think that
helps your confidence,” Atherley
said.
The Black Bears improved to
3-3-1 and concluded their nonconference schedule. They will
host the University of Maryland
Baltimore-County next Sunday.
“Today what I really liked
is how decisive we were in our
performance,” Atherley said. “It
was a good collective effort.”
After failing to protect a pair
of leads in their home opener

Women’s
rugby routs
Maddogs

Brendan McKay • The Maine Campus

Courtney Harnais nearly gets the ball past the Iona goalkeeper last weekend. UMaine picked up a 4-1 win in their match against Northeastern on Sunday.

against Iona College on Sept.
6, the Black Bears refused to let
off the gas Sunday and received
goals from three different players, as well as an own goal by the
Huskies.
“Coach said to us before the
game — these guys are ranked
No. 1 in their conference, and
it’s a tough conference,” junior
forward Hannah Breton said.
“They have everything to lose,
and we have everything to gain
— so that’s what we came out

doing today.”
Breton said team morale was
down after a 2-0 loss to Sacred
Heart on Sept. 13, and the Black
Bears felt they had something to
prove. She said the win will be a
“good wave to ride in” heading
into conference play.
Senior forward Laura Martel netted her team-leading
fifth goal to open the scoring
just under four minutes into
the game. It was the fifth consecutive UMaine goal scored

by Martel. Freshman midfielder
Maddie Hill made a run to the
right of the goal box off a Veronique Fleury touch and centered
to sophomore Carolyne Nellis,
who continued the ball over to
Martel, waiting at the far post to
tap it in.
Freshman forward Josee Descoeurs notched her first collegiate goal just over six minutes
before halftime. Junior midfielder Kelsey Wilson took the initial
shot at Gordon, and Descoeurs

kicked a dribbler across the goal
line before Gordon could gain
possession.
“It was very exciting,” Descoeurs said of the goal. “I think
it was in [Gordon’s] hands, and
then it bobbled out, and then I
just tapped it in.”
Breton added an insurance goal — the second of her
UMaine career — 5:54 into the
second half. Senior back Cristina Di Ielsi sent a free kick near
midfield toward Breton, who

Club football speeds past Rattlers
Goulette’s four touchdowns lead Black Bears, UMaine wins NEFL2 debut

By Laila
Sholtz-Ames

See Women’s Rugby on B6

BU serves
men’s rugby
its first loss
By Jesse Scardina
For The Maine Campus

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s rugby team opened
their season with a huge 1037 win against the Northeastern University Maddogs at
Lengyel Field on Saturday afternoon.
After weeks of practice and
preparation, the Black Bears
knew they would have their
hands full with the powerhouse
Northeastern rugby squad, but
the hard work and dedication
paid off.
The Maddogs have had tremendous success in the past
few years, winning the Beast
of the East Division II title in
2005 and placing third in the
nation the following year.
Coached by Diana Parkhurst
and Stacey Markovic, the
Maddogs were so skilled they
moved to Division I in 2006.
The Black Bears, a Division
II rugby squad, thought they
would have their hands full
when they went head to head
with Northeastern, but that
was not the case.
The Maddogs began the
game near the UMaine try
zone, but Alivia Moore scored
early for the Black Bears in
the first quarter to put them up
7-0.
After several long runs by
the Black Bears, they were
able to break through and score
again thanks to veteran Jordan
Moody, who would score again
later in the first half. Northeastern again moved the ball
downfield and almost scored,

was screening Gordon’s view,
and headed it on one bounce
with her back turned toward the
goal over the head of the Huskies keeper.
“It feels awesome,” Breton
said. “It was always on my
mind, whether it’s the assist or
just getting the ball down the
field — the ball’s got to go in
the back of the net at least another time.”
Breton and Martel each had
three shots on goal of UMaine’s
nine total. Northeastern had
eight, with four coming from
midfielder Gabbi Jatkola.
Northeastern narrowed the
lead to 3-1 with a Liza Rebello
goal at 50:46. UMaine keeper
Meagan
Price-Leibenzeder
came out to play a ball in traffic but mishandled it, allowing
Rebello to take an uncontested
shot into the open goal. It was
Price-Leibenzeder’s lone blemish in a seven-save game.
Maine regained the three goal
margin with some help from the
Huskies defense. Martel battled
a defender up the sideline, who
tried to send the ball back to her
keeper after gaining control,
but put too much leg into it and
launched it over Gordon’s head
into the goal.
“That was nice,” Descoeurs
said of the fortunate bounce.
Gordon stopped five shots in
a rare off game.
Northeastern’s
frustration
while trailing late in the second
half was apparent. The Huskies
committed all seven of their
fouls in the last 45 minutes.
“It was getting very physical,” Descoeurs said.
UMaine’s matchup with
UMBC on Sunday at Alumni
Field will start at noon.

The Maine Campus File Photo

Club football quarterback Brett Davison steps to the line of scrimmage in a 2007 romp against the Central Maine Warriors.

By Matthew
Ducharme
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
club football team made their
New England Football League
2 debut on Saturday night and in
the process made a statement.
John Goulette ran for four
touchdowns and Brett Davison
threw a pair of touchdowns as
the Black Bears routed the Adirondack Rattlers 62-0 at Morse
Field.
UMaine (1-0) capitalized
early and never looked back,
taking the first play from

scrimmage for a touchdown.
Goulette rushed for the 51-yard
score to make it 7-0.
After
Goulette’s
score,
Davison found wide receiver
Mark Ensworth for an 8-yard
touchdown strike later in the
first.
On the next possession,
UMaine safety Steve Siviski
picked off an Adirondack pass
and returned it for a touchdown
to make it 21-0.
“The offense was clicking
very well [and] the line blocking was outstanding,” said
UMaine coach Eric Whitman.
“The offensive game plan was

to basically play a conservative,
ball-control offense while the
defensive game plan was to attack them early and often.”
In the second quarter, the
Black Bears continued to dominate, with Goulette ripping off
touchdown runs of 20 and 21
yards.
“John Goulette was about
as solid as you could expect,”
Whitman said. “He set the tone
early and played solid the whole
game.”
Goulette added a 6-yard
touchdown run in the third
quarter. He finished the day
with 178 yards on the ground

with 14 carries.
In the late stages of the game,
the Black Bears were able to
work in their backups and they
responded with a solid effort.
Erik Bezanson and Aaron
Partridge rushed for touchdowns in the fourth quarter.
“I think a combination of our
depth and being much better
prepared was the difference,”
Whitman said.
The Black Bears hit the road
next weekend when they travel
to Nashua, N.H. for a Saturday
game with the Northeastern
Wolverines. Kickoff is slated
for 4 p.m.

Bagpipes at the beginning
of the game was one of the
few highlights of the day for
the University of Maine men’s
rugby team.
The Terriers of Boston
University visited Lengyel
Field on Saturday and shut
down the Black Bears 31-10.
The Black Bears (1-1),
coming off an opening-season victory at UNH, ran into
a physical, fundamentally
sound Terriers team and the
score showed it.
“This is a team we can beat
the next time we play them,”
said UMaine coach George
Criner. “We had a couple of
our key players absent either
because they were out of town,
sick or had graduated. We’re
still in the process of filling in
our news guys. We have the
skill to beat that team.”
Those words are much
more encouraging than the
game itself, with Boston University controlling much of
the action. The Terriers struck
first with a penalty kick to go
up 3-0, while adding a try and
a successful conversion goal
after cashing in on a timely
UMaine turnover. Boston
University scored once more
in the first half to widen the
margin to 17-0 heading into
the break.
The Black Bears came out
with more enthusiasm than
in the first, but a scrum down
caused a change of possession
in favor of BU, and a large
offensive run by the Terriers
See Men’s Rugby on B6

